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Factories run low production
By LORRAINE CICHOWSKI
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP — Manufacturers mired in the recession used
just 69.8 percent of their factory
capacity last month, the lowest
rate in more than seven years, the
Federal Reserve reports.
The June decline, from 70.4 percent of capacity in May, was the
10th drop in the last 11 months, the
agency said Friday.
The report came on the heels of
the Fed's announcement of a
smaller-than-expected increase in
the nation's money supply.
Economists said that also indicated the recession was not

loosening its grip.
The Fed said the money supply
known as MI, which includes cash
in circulation and deposits in
checking-type accounts, rose only
$5.9 billion in the week ended July
7.
Some bond traders had expected the money supply to increase as much as $11 billion
because of a 7.4 percent increase
in Social Security payments and a
10 percent federal income tax cut
that took effect July
"It says the economy is sick and
getting sicker," said David Jones,
an economist with the Wall Street
firm of Aubrey G. Lanston & Co.
Albert Sindlinger & Co. said,

The U.S. economy is in very
serious trouble with no turnaround in sight."
Meanwhile, the Labor Department reported that inflation at the
wholesale level rose to an annual
rate of 13.3 percent in June as
energy costs increased at their
quickest pace in more than a year.
But even with June's big jump,
inflation for the first half of the
year was running at the modest
rate of 2.5 percent, calculated annually. That compares with a 7
percent gain in the Producer
Price Index for all of 1981 and 11.8
percent in 1980.
In other economy-related
developments Friday:

—Caterpillar Tractor. Co.,
whose profits plummeted 94 percent in the second quarter as the
recession cut demand for heavy
equipment, opened contract talks
with the United Auto Workers asking for a wage freeze and reductions in cost-of-living increases,
according to the Peoria, Ill.,
Journal-Star.
—In North Carolina, two textile
companies announced layoffs and
plant closings. Fieldcrest Mills
Inc. of Eden said 160 salaried
employees will be laid off. Burlington Industries Inc. of
Greensboro said it will close a
Cascade shirt fabric plant and
table plant.

Lebanon,Iran gain
Shultz's attention

MORE THAN FRIENDS —The love expressed between a child and
animal are more than evident on the faces of Marlissa Williams and
"Reynolds Rebel" as they prepare for judging in the 4—H Horse
Show held Friday at the Murray—Calloway County Jaycee
Fairgrounds. Mariissa, a student at Benton Elementary, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Williams, Benton.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

TVA plans staff cut
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP t —
Less than a week before Tennessee Valley Authority directors
consider a rate increase for 2.8
million consumers, the agency's
top managers are weighing how to
decrease the size of TVA's 40,000employee staff.
The directors meet Friday in
Knoxville to hear staff recommendations about how much electricity rates will have to rise during
TVA's next bookkeeping year,
which starts Oct.1.
,
--71
So far, TVA officiks haven't
said how much the increase will
be. But TVA directors have said
they hope it can be held to 10 percent or less.
Reduced demand for power has
caused TVA to begin belttightening that has led four of the
agency's six offices to request
voluntary staff resignations .

-This is the first time we've used a broad-scope general notice
asking for resignations in the Office of Power," John C. Echerd,
power office personnel director,
said Friday.
We have been manning to meet
a load that did not materialize.
Our load last year was not much
higher than it was in 1976,"
Echerd said. "It hasn't happened
before, other than in slight variations."
On Friday, Echerd said, the
power office extended by one
week the deadline for voluntary
resignations by 7,500 white-collar
power office workers.
Echerd said division managers
in the power office hope to prune
its white-collar staff 5 percent to
10 percent before Oct.l. So far,
however, only about 130
volunteers have come forward.

WASHINGTON I AP) — The
conflict in Lebanon and fighting
between Iran and Iraq are commanding the attention of George
P. Shultz, the newly sworn-in
secretary of state, officials said.
Shultz, 61, who gave up the
presidency of the worldwide contracting firm, Bechtel Group Inc.,
to join President Reagan's
Cabinet, was sworn in Friday at
the White House.
"Welcome to the team,"

Driving permit rule
changes in October
Ann Wilson, Calloway County
Circuit Court Clerk,said, effective
Oct. I, 1982, no driving permits
will be issued without a Social
Security number.
Wilson said persons applying for
a driving permit should be accompanied by the person assuming responsibility for 16 or 17 year
old applicants; a birth certificate
if 16, 17 or 18 years old; and a
Social Security number.
The clerk said persons applying
for a passport will need two 2x2
inch size pictures with a white or
off-white background and original
birth certificate with the state seal
on it.
Wilson said the hospital record
certificate can not be used for the
passport application.
The passport applications may
be obtained in the office in the
Robert 0. Miller Annex Office
Building at South Fourth and
Maple Streets. The charge for a
passport is $15 each.
The clerk said persons should
allow four to six weeks for
passports to be processed.

SERIOUS BUSINESS — Five Murray city school teachers are headed toward the final stages of a threeyear training program under the direction of Talents Unlimited, a nationally validated organization by the
U.S. Office of Education. The teachers, under the direction of Sara Waldrop, director of Talents Unlimited,
are involved in implementing the child development program in elementary classrooms. Upon completion,
Murray elementary schools and the five teachers will be able to train other teachers in the district. The program's structure is based on the fact that every child has a talent, and by implementing the program the
teacher tries to develop each talent in each child With academic talents as its foundation, the progtam Is
.:—/areing,
forecasting, an..:
thinkh%, communications, ,
broken down into five p.rtir —
making. Each talent is integrated into the regular curriculum of the elementary school. Thosepartictpa
In the three-day workahop included (from left, front row) Jean Hurt, Laahlee Foster, (back row)
Whaley,Sara Waldrop, Judy Baucum, Doralyn Lanier, Carolyn Colson.
Staff photo by Greg Travis
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Reagan told Shultz at the brief
Rose Garden ceremony. "From
now on, I think I'll have a few
things for you to do."
Shultz was confirmed by the
Senate Thursday to replace Alexander M. Haig Jr., who resigned
last month. Aides said the new
secretary was scheduled to be in
his office today.
Meanwhile, ABC-TV reported
Friday that Deputy Secretary
Walter Stoessel, who was elevated
to the State Department's No. 2
post last year, has "not been asked to stay on- by Shultz.
Shultz was said to want to
replace Stoessel with Kenneth
Dam,50, provost of the University
of Chicago, who served with
Shultz in the Nixon administration, the broadcast said.
State Department
spokeswoman Anita Stockman
said she had heard reports that
such a switch was in the works
and could neither confirm them
nor deny them.
Shultz' aides said the new
secretary met with two visiting
U.S. ambassadors Friday and
concentrated on Lebanon, which
has been invaded by Israel, and
the Iran-Iraq conflict. They did
not give further details.
On Monday, Shultz will make
brief remarks at a formal arrival
ceremony at the State Department.

Police arrest two,
charge kidnapping
Two men were arrested early
this morning by Murray police
and charged with kidnapping.
Leon James Gray, 24, and Raymond Pierson Kendall, 19, were
apprehended at about 12:30 a.m.
at the corner of 16th and Main
Streets.
Gray and Kendall allegedly got
into a car driven by Kevin L. Cole,
18, Murray, and told him to drive
to a specific destination. Cole
reportedly drove to his own
residence instead, escaped the car
to inside the house. Gray and Kendall fled on foot.
The two are lodged in Calloway
County Jail. Additional charges
may be forthcoming, police said.
In an unrelated incident, Kentucky State Police investigated a
one-vehicle accident which occurred at 10:30 p.m. Friday.
Jeffrey Scarborough, 19, Rt. 5,
drove his car off Old Salem Road
and struck a tree, about 2.4 miles
south of Murray.
He and two passengers — Tina
R. Robinson, 16, Rt. 6, and Kriss
All, 13, Dearborn Heights, Mich.
— were admitted to MurrayCalloway County Hospital with a
variety of injuries.
The incident was investigated
by Trooper J.C. Barnett.

City school board
moves hearing date
A public hearing on the proposed tax rate of the Murray Independent School System has been
resaliedui.A for July 27 at.the.
board office at 814 Poplar St.
The hearing, originally scheduled for July 22, will begin at 7:30
p.m.

'BOCEPHUS' — Hank Williams Jr., "Bocephus," was in concert
Friday night at the Paducah Riverfront. Approximately 4,500 people
turned out to hear country music star, who also owns "Hank's Place"
in Paris, Tenn.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Brown proposes private
racing promotion group
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP; —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. would like
to see more states legalize
thoroughbred horse racing and he
wants Kentucky breeders to take
a lead in the lobbying effort.
Brown said Friday that he expects to announce soon the formation of a private corporation,
working in cooperation with state
government, to promote
thoroughbred racing nationwide.
Brown said one of the objectives
of the corporation would be to
legalize racing in some of the 22
states where it is currently prohibited.
Brown revealed the idea during
a wide-ranging news conference
in his office.
Brown said he does not fear that
increased racing in other states
would mean that Kentucky's four
thoroughbred tracks would face
undue competition for horses. Instead, he said he sees expanded
racing as improving the market
for Kentucky-bred horses.
"We need cooperation of both
government and the private sector to sell the concept of racing
throughout the United States,"
Brown said.
The corporation would be entirely funded by the thoroughbred
breeding industry in Kentucky
and would be patterned after a
similar corporation that promotes
industrial development for Kentucky.
Brown, the former owner of the
Boston Celtics and Buffalo Braves
of the National Basketball
As.sociation and the Kentucky Colonels of the now -defunct
American Basketball Association,
said he feels racing would be an
attractive source of new revenue
for states that are facing serious
ecor,orrtic problems.
"It is one of the cleanest, best
entertainrnents a state can have,"
Brown said. Brown said state breeders he
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has talked with have been receptive to the concept and he hopes to
be able to announce the new venture at the same time as he announces his new appointments to
the Kentucky State Racing Commission.

hot'n'hazy
Today, hazy, hot and humid
with a 20 percent chance of
thunderstorms highs m the low
to mid 90s with south winds 10
to 20 mph. Tonight, partly
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of evening thunderstorms.
Lows in the low 70s with
southwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Sunday, continued hot and
muggy with a 20 percent
chance of afternoon
thunderstorms. Highs again in
the low to mid 90s.
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Administration's choice
for gubernatorial race
not dismissed entirely
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) — Is
the administration thinking of promoting its own Democratic gubernatorial candidate for next year?
The prospect is not likely, Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. says, although
he does not dismiss it entirely
He seemed to throw cold water
on the possibility during a news
conference Friday,saying such an
eventuality "is hard to foresee."
However, he also recalled that
his entry into the primary in 1979
— two months before election day
— also would have been a longshot
prediction.
Brown reiterated that he wants
his administration officials to
keep their minds on the final 18
months of state government
rather than drift toward politics.
"It's too early to say if there will
be a third or fourth candidate," he
said, referring to the current
situation.
Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins
and Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane are unannounced
Democratic candidates for governor while Human Resources
Secretary Grady Sturnbo, who has
resigned effective Nov.15, is exploring the possibility of a candidacy.
As for a potential administration candidate, Brown said: "I
leave that option, however small it
can be, open."
On another political matter, the
governor expressed continued
frustration over his failure so far
to get an acceptable date for
another Democratic telethon on
national television.
Brown is negotiating with CBS
and NBC for a weekend telethon to
try to raise millions of dollars in
an election year. He held some
successful versions several years
ago.

The governor said he is di:sap
pointed that the networks are not
providing prime time as a public
service during an election year.
Brown said things may wind up
with the telethon pushed off until
early 1983, which apparently
would yield fewer donations
because there would be no races.
"They the networks ) own the
airways, and that's the only way
we the Democratic Party ) can
communicate with our constituents," the governor said.
On another matter, Brown fended off questions about internal
trouble between the Kentucky
State Police and the Justice
Department officials who
nominally control that agency.
The issue stems from the arrest
of KSP Sgt. Ralph Ross last May
for an alleged illegal wiretap on
the telephone of Heny Vance, a
former aide to House Speaker
Bobby Richardson,13-Glasgow.
Justice officials are concerned
that Justice Secretary Neil Welch
was not notified of the Ross investigation until after the arrest,
and have tightened supervision
over state police.
Welch and KSP Conunissione:
Marion Campbell took lie detector
tests which indicated they told the
truth when they said they knew
nothing of the allegedly illegal
wiretap activities.
However, Lt. Col. Don Powers,
to whom Ross answered, has not
yet taken the polygraph examination.
Brown said his understanding is
that Powers has not made up his
mind and suggested, "Let's find
out if he will or not."
Asked if he is satisfied with the
way the Ross case was handled by
state police, the governor declined
to give any direct reply, saying
"so far, it's still in court." Ross'
trial is set next month in Fayette
Circuit Court.
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RID'EM COWBOY — A young visitor to the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair was quite excited by a ride on the merry-goround.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Jus.
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EMERGENCY — Ready to handle any emergencies at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair are from left) Stan Bone,
emergency medical technican for the Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service; and Randy Barnett and Paul Lyles, of the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders
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MISS CONGENIALITY — Miss Rochea Perry, 16-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Perry, was chosen by the fair queen
contestants as Miss Congeniality. A Murray High varsity
cheerleader, her interests include dancing, drawing, photography
and tennis. The fair queen is Miss Brenda Conley, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Harry Conley. The little miss fair queen is Valerie Chapman,daighter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Chapman.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Cease-fire violations leave two dead

CIVITANS MEET — Civitan International President Dick Lang
( right), East Point, Ga., greets Gov.-elect Wayne Williams, Murray,
of Civitan's Kentucky district. The men were in Montreal, Quebec,
for the 62nd annual Civitian International Convention July 11-14.
Lang was the presiding officer of the convention and Williams was a
leader from his area Williams will become governor of the Kentucky
d,istrict Oct. 1.

Several injured as plane
flies into air turbulence
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP ) —
Passengers were tossed like rag
dolls, but had "no time to panic"
when a United Airlines jumbo jet
flew into turbulence above Wyoming and dropped several hundred
feet, witnesses said.
•'People were flying all over the
place," said Dom DiMaggio, the
former Boston Red Sox baseball
star. He was among 24 people injured and dozens shaken up when
the DC-10 was jolted Friday as it
flew at 39,000 feet.
"I was hurled through the air.
but I don't remember it happening," said Nick Peters, a sports
writer for the Oakland Tribune
aboard the non-stop flight from
Boston to San Francisco. "I ended
up 10 feet away ... I'd been tossed
the equivalent of three or four
seats."
Peters and DiMaggio, the
younger brother of baseball Hall
of Fiuner Joe DiMaggio, were
returning from the baseball AllStar game in Montreal.
Nine people were hospitalized
after Flight 95 landed safely at
about 1 p.m. at San Francisco International Airport, and four remained hospitalized overnight. of-

ficials said. Fifteen others were
treated at an airport clinic.
Most of the 162 passengers were
strapped into their seats watching
the move "Deathtrap." a comedythriller, when the plane was buffeted.
"That's what kept it from being
really serious," Peters said. "I
was one of the unfortunate few
that wasn't strapped in."
DiMaggio, 65, was dashed
against the ceiling of the plane
and suffered a wrenched neck. He
was taken to a hospital, examined,
fitted with a neck brace and
released.
Peters, 43, said there was "no
time for panic" when the plane
suddenly "dropped a couple of
hundred feet."
"When I got up I could see there
were people whose heads got hurt,
one with a broken arm," he said.
"The turbulent air lasted very
briefly and there was no great loss
of altitude," said Joe Hopkins, a
United spokesman in Chicago.
He said a doctor on board examined the injured passengers
"and determined the flight could
continue on to San Francisco
rather than making an unscheduled stop in Utah."

By The Associated Press
PLO guerrillas and Syrian
forces in Lebanon exchanged fire
with Israeli troops early today in
cease-fire violations that left two
Palestinians dead and one Israeli
soldier wounded, the military
command in Tel Aviv said.
Guerrillas and Syrians fired
small arms at the Israelis in the
Beirut area and in eastern
Lebanon, where the Syrians and
Israelis face each other, but the
Israelis sought to maintain the
U.S.-arranged truce, the command said.
One Israeli soldier was wounded
near Beirut airport, the command
said, and an Israeli patrol found
the bodies of two Palestinians
after a shootout in the eastern
Bekaa Valley near the town of
JoubJannine.
The latest reported cease-fire
violations came as U.S.-backed efforts to evacuate an estimated
8,000 trapped PLO guerrillas from
Israeli -ringed west Beirut
deadlocked over Syria's refusal to
take in the Palestinians.
But Israeli officials and
Lebanese radio stations said Friday that Syria's tough stand may
be designed to wring as many concessions as possible in exchange
for accepting Yasser Arafat's
besieged Palestine Liberation
Organization forces.
"This may not be the last word
from Syria," said an Israeli official, who asked not to be identified. "From experience we know
that you can never tell the Syrian
position from the public
statements."
At the same time, Israeli
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon
said his country would not wait indefinitely for # diplomatic solution
to evacuate the guerrillas. Sharon
hinted that the estimated 35,000
Israeli troops surrounding west
Beirut will inevitably rout the
PLO by force, the main object of
Israel's six-week-old invasion.
Lebanon state radio reported
Friday that Saudi Arabia has joined the United States in trying to
persuade Syria to provide a haven
for the PLO fighters pending their
dispersal throughout the Arab
world.
But in Nicosia, Cyprus, Syrian
Foreign Minister Abdul Halim
Khaddam told reporters at a nonaligned nations conference that
Syria will not take the guerrillas
in.
"We believe the Palestinians
have a right to be where they are
and to fight for their legitimate
rights where they are," Khaddam

said. "The withdrawal of the
Palestinians from Lebanon would
amount to implementation of a
plan for wiping out the Palestinian
resistance."
In Beirut, Arafat's spokesman
Mahmoud Labadi also indicated
the PLO did not want to go to Syria
or any other Arab nation.
"We prefer to go back to our
homeland, Palestine, even unarmed," Labadi told The Associated
Press. "There is no reason why
Syria, Jordan or Egypt should accept the Palestinians. We don't
want to be thrown into Syria then
after a few months there are
troubles in Syria and we would
have to move to Jordan, where the
proocess would repeat itself."
Israeli forces invaded Lebanon
on June 6 to crush the PLO and
quickly drove to the organization's nerve center in west Beirut,
trapping Arafat's guerrillas and
threatening to wipe them out
unless they agree to leave
Lebanon.
U.S. special envoy Philip C.
Habib has been in Beirut for five
weeks attempting to find a way to
peacefully evacuate the PLO. The

United States, France and other
countries have volunteered peacekeeping troops to ensure a smooth
pullout.
The main problems of the
negotiations have been when, how
and where to evacuate the guerrillas. Further complicating the
talks has been Arafat's insistence
of U.S. recognition as a price for a
guerrilla pullout and inclusion of
the PLO in future Middle East
peace talks.
Washington has officially refused to talk to the PLO directly until
it agrees to recognize Israel. All of
Habib's reported dealings with the
PLO have been through Lebanese
intermediaries.
Beirut radio stations said Syria
was taking a tough stand to wring
as many concessions as possible
for accepting the PLO even temporarily, including a written request for asylum from Arafat that
would effectively put his guerrillas under Syrian control. The
Syrians also reportedly want
millions of dollars in aid from the
Saudis, chief financial backer of
the PLO.
In Tel Aviv. former Prime

Minister Yitzhak Rabin proposed
that the guerrillas be withdrawn
to the northern Lebanese port of
Tripoli. Such a plan would prevent
the PLO from rocketing and shelling northern Israeli settlements,
and would also allow the guerrillas to save face by staying in
Lebanon.
While diplomatic efforts focused
on the PLO, hundreds of Palestinians in Jerusalem demonstrated
against the Lebanon invasion on
Friday, throwing rocks and injuring a policeman near the sacred
Dome of the Rock mosque. Eleven
protesters were seized.
In Tehran, Iran's supreme
leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, who has vowed to liberate
Israeh-held Jerusalem, accused
Arad hations of "groveling before
Israel" by their failure to protect
the PLO.
As the diplomatic impasse continues in Beirut, right-wing
Lebanese Christian militias are
taking over in southern Lebanon
behind the Israeli lines, raising
fears among rival Moslems of a
new wave of sectarian violence
when Israel pulls out.
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TOGETHER THROUGH THE YEARS - Twenty-five years ago McKeel Equipment sold a yellow backhoe
to the city of Murray. Friday,after 25 years of doing business together,the city holds the keys to,new,bright
silver piece of machinery. Pictured above are (from left) William R. Furchea, Murray City Council; Jo
Craaa, cite clerk; Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis; and Coleman McKee'. "The silver backhoe represents 25
years of partnership with McKeel,the City of Murray, and with Case,the company that built the machinery,"
commented a spokesman for McKee!Equipment.
Staff photo by Greg Travis
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southern seen

Reagan tempted
by income tax

When the United States came into
being two centuries ago, it was
primarily a nation of farmers.
Around 1800, almost ninety percent of
our people lived outside of cities, and
most farmed. As recently as the turn
of this century, in 1900, over half the
people were still on farms. In recent
years, farmers have represented only about five percent of the population. Jefferson believed the country
would always be a nation of scattered
small farms, but the Civil War and
the industrial revolution changed all
that forever.
There are, of course, many people
returning to farming these days, and
many more have bought small
acreages to farm "on the side" while
commuting the superhighways to
work in the cities. But even the young
Arnish farmers, faithful to farming
as they are, are now having to work
in cities to get nest eggs to buy the expensive seventy or eighty acres they
need to carry on their religious
agricultural traditions. Serious farming requires heavy capital investments of at least a quarter of a
million dollars if it is to be profitable
at all.
As farming "old-style" fades away
and a new generation since the
Korean War comes along born
without any memory of farming, it is
good to have places to go to see it as it
was. The small farms of recent immigrants to the South, such as in the
Amish and Mennonite communities,
are good lessons to study. Similarly,
there are native farmers who are
making efforts to operate five acres
or so, such as the members of the
Kentucky New Farm Coalition, headquartered at Pleasureville, Ky., for
whom the poet-essayist-farmer,
Wendell Berry, is a leading figure.
There are two rather striking examples of farming in Teenessee that

Justice served
in drug trafficker
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Farmers having to find other jobs
in order to keep maintaining farms

Suddenly, Ronald Reagan is tempted sorely by a
flat-rate income tax. There's a stampede going on
in Congress to simplify taxes and the president is
not one to ignor an all-American stampede. The
flat-tax plans go like this: Everybody pays the
same low-percentage rate, the forms are simple
as pie, and that evil bracket creep
lurking to rob
pay raises — would be KO'd for good.
Does sound tempting. Until you start plugging in
the numbers. Then a rather blunt conclusion looms:
No matter how the various flat-tax plans are sliced,
poor and middle-class Americans probably will end
up handing over more of their paychecks to the IRS,
while wealthy taxpayers would pay less than under
the existing progressive tax system.
And if households earning under $12,000 a year
were exempted from any tax at all, one congressional tax analyst figured, the tax base would go up
and, you guessed it, the middle-income types would
pay through the nose, one more time.
Lord knows, the federal income tax needs an
overhaul, but the flat-tax stampede seems about to
attract a decidely suspect champion. Could Mr.
Reagan be saddling the Trojan Horse, once again,
to do battle for the rich? The hoofbeats have a sadly
familiar hollow ring.
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Justice is being served in the case of drug trafficker Sepala Ekanayake, who used a vest full of
fake dynamite to hijack an Alitalia jumbo jet, hold
259 passengers hostage for a time and bilk the
airline out of $300,000.
When the Italian airliner arrived in his native
country of Sri Lanka, Ekanayake was greeted as a
hero. He took his ransom money and checked into a
posh hotel. The Sri Lanka government indicated at
that time that Ekanayake would remain a free man
and would be able to keep his ransom,less taxes.
A crowd gathered around the hijacker's hotel to
help him celebrate his success. But the situation
soon changed. The government announced it would
honor international accords and extradite the hijacking conventions Sri Lanka has signed—the
Montreal Convention of 1971 and the Hague Convention of 1970.
Sri Lankaas treated the whole episode as a lark
and Ekenayake as a hero. It wasn't and he wasn't.
To have allowed Ekanayake to remain free would
have been to invite another rash of airliner
seizures.

can be seen in a single trip. Both are
west of Nashville, on the eastside of
the Tennessee River at the western
edge of Middle Tennessee.
Both farms are in operation today,
and both are open for public tours.
One is privately owned, and the other
is operated by TVA for public education.
About a decade ago, TVA purchased thousands of acres of woods and
forest in the "Land Between the
Lakes", the strip of land between the
Tennessee and Cumberland Rivers,
between Kentucky Lake on the west
and Lake Barkley on the east. This
was to become, by relocating its few
residents, a new national wilderness.
With a road up its center from Dover,
Tennessee, up to Barkley Lodge, and
trails and campgrounds along the
way,it was to be one place east of the
Mississippi where new generations
could see life as it was before the
west was settled. It was stocked with
buffalo, and equipped with guides
and educational facilities.
Someone thought it would be a good
idea to re-create an old farm in the
center of this wilderness, to show
what life was like for the first settlers. Old log cabins and barns that
would have been destroyed were saved and moved to a valley, and a
model farm, usually called "The
1850's Home Place", was created. It
was to be an actual working farm,
raising the kinds of crops and
livestock and using the kinds of utensils and implements of the 1850's.
Visitors would see live people living
and working on the farm.
The project has come into being,
and with the attractive tourist
facilities and state parks at the south
and north ends of the Land Between
the Lakes, the 1850's Home Place is
now receiving visitors — and deserv-
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ed applause
A couple of hours away, due south
near the other state line, is a second working farm, called simply
The Farm. This farm came into being in 1971, and for its first few years
received something of a "bad press".
Its image has changed significantly
over its decade of evolution.
The Farm, near Sturunertown,
Tennessee, was purchased by
followers of Stephen Gaskin, who had
been a popular teacher-lecturerleader in the days of student turmoil
in California. In California, Gaskin
attracted thousands of listeners by
his lectures on religion, individualism, love, peace, and society. Many of them were what were
then called "Hippies." When Gaskin
started out to lecture across the country, several hundred crammed into
trucks, vans, buses, and cars, and
followed along.
By the time they returned to
California, they had decided to settle
as a community and to become
farmers. Purchasing land in
southern Tennessee, the caravan set
out again. For the first years, they
lived in surplus army tents or in the
vans and buses while they learned to
build and to farm. The sheer number
of the group was impressive enough,
but the California hairstyles and
clothes made them seem even more
conspicuous. Their rumored
lifestyles only increased the public's
apprehensions, because of tales of
open sex, drugs, and pacifism, and
because of fences around the property.
In time, the local citizens and their
new neighbors came to know and to
help one another. In recent years,
The Farm has operated an ambulance service for the county, has
provided carpenters for local construction, has established radio and

telephone communications, and has
become a contributing partner in
community concerns. They have, in
addition, provided food and
agricultural training for Latin
America countries, set up an ambulance service in the Bronx in New
York City, and participated in conservation efforts around the nation
and to save the whales at sea. The
community has settled into a
vigorous way of life that emphasizes
high moral standards, simplicity in
living, use of solar energy,
vegetarianism, soybean research,
improved childbirth and child care
methods, and acts of concern for
one's neighbors. Visitors are frequent and are friendly, and The
Farm has quietly removed almost all
the external signs once so suspicious
to the region while retaining and
strengthening its internal and
spiritualqualities. It is a grueling life
of very hard work, not for the softhanded nor the lazy.
The primary difference at The
Farm now is a feeling that where in
1971 the group was looking for
something, after much self-study and
self-discipline it has now come close
to finding it. As its residents have aged and settled down, so has The
Farm itself. In its use of recycling
not only of soil and fertilizers, but of
scrap metal and lumber, it is an exciting blend of old and new farming.
But even more, in relating the condition of the land to the condition of
human spirits and hopes, it shows a
new generation something of the
relation between man and the land
that the first chapters of Genesis
describe so well and that Jefferson
and other agrarians have preached
ever since.
Such rare traditions as these two
farms carry on are worth attention
from the new generation.

looking back

Waddy officials
hope to deliver
70-year-old mail
At this stage — more than 70 years late — probably won't make much difference, anyway.
Nevertheless, the U.S. Postal Service has leveled
with the public by announcing that 500 letters which
were mailed in 1910 but never delivered to the addresses will be delayed still longer.
The long overdue mail was discovered during the
remodeling of a house that had served as a Post Office from 1889 to 1914 in Waddy, Ky., about 40 miles
east of Louisville. Waddy's current population is
125.
Postal regulations are not helping to get this
batch of mail delivered. A woman called to say she
had known practically everybody who lived in Waddy and offered to help in finally getting the letters
to the proper destinations. she was turned down
because regulations prohibit giving out names of
the addresses.
The Postal service is attempting to track down
descendants of the people to whom the letters are
addressed but if the names on the letters cannot be
given out, it sounds like an impossible mission.
Still, more than 70 years is an awfully long time to
wait for a letter to reach its final destination — even
if it carries only a two-cent stamp, which was the
first-class postage rate back in 1910.
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thoughts
in season
By Ken Wolf
There are many ways of discussing
and understanding integrity or
wholeness — the act of being true to
oneself. Here is the way the famous
American, Henry David Thoreau,
writing in his Essay on Civil
Disobedience 11849), described some
of the consequences of an action
taken to preserve integrity:
Action from principle — the
perception and the performance of right — changes
things and relations; it is essentially revolutionary, and does
not consist wholly with any
thing which was. It not only
divides states and churches, it
diVides families; aye, it divides
the individual, separating the
diabolical in him from the
divine.

Ten years ago
schools which opened July 13, acLassiter Hill of Calloway County
cording to Prentice L. Lassiter,
and Roy M. Lowe and L. W. Murdock
superintendent of Calloway County
of Graves County were reelected to
Schools.
three-year terms as directors of West
Births reported include a boy to
Kentucky Rural Telephone
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Folwell, July 11, a
Cooperative on July 15.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence CunnDeaths reported include Ruble
ingham,July 13. and a girl to Mr. and
Dick,67, and Everett Wheeler,64.
Mrs. Robert Carson, July 15.
Howard Boone, 11-year-old son of
In the absence of Coach Jim
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Boone, shot at
Moore, commissioned a lieutenant in
38 this morning at Juniper Hills
United States Navy, the Murray
Country Club, Frankfort, to win his
State Thoroughbreds will be coached
age division in the PGA Junior Golf
this fal by Athletic Director Roy
State Championship.
Stewart, assisted by John Miller and
Twenty years ago
J. Rice Mountjoy.
Carol Rolfe, daughter of Mr. and
June Geurin and Ernestine Miller
Mrs. Jimmy Rickman, was crowned
were winners of the essay contest
as Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
conducted by Murray Lions Club.
Fair Queen. Sandra Costello,
Assets of the Bank of Murray at the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
close of business on June 30, 1942,
Costello, was first runnerup, and Ann
were $2,831,460.05, according to
Story, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
published statement.
Story, was second runnerup.
Sherwin-Williams Kem-Tone paint
Deaths reported include James R.
is listed at $2.98 gallon in ad for MurKing, 70, Betty Brooks, 16, and Linda
ray Paint and Wallpaper Co.
Ann Harding, 14.
Bacon is listed at 30 cents per
Lightning struck the home of J.B.
pound in ad for Blalock & Sullivan
Walker and his sister, Lucille, yesterGrocery.
day with extensive damage reported,
Fifty years ago
Jerry's Restaurant lists char-brodN, Calloway County Fiscal Court went
burger plate at 77 cents in ad this
on record at meeting on July 12 as
week.
desiring a two-piece health unit inThirty years ago
stead of a three-piece. The court
All one and two room schools in
voted $1,000 for Dr. J.A. Outland, ofCalloway County will open on July 28,
ficer, and a county nurse. County
according to Buron Jeffrey,
Sanitary Inspector Holman Jones
superintendent of Calloway County
resigned to teach at Flint Valley
Schools.
School.
The annual Calloway County Farm
Deaths reported include Mrs. Alma
Bureau picnic will be July 19 at MurLewis, 34, Mrs. Elizabeth Garrison,
ray City Park, according to John
73, Mrs. Margaret Roark, 87, and
Lassiter, president. Dr. Ralph H.
James Garrison, 79.
Woods, president of Murray State
Murray's beautiful new postoffice
College, will be featured speaker.
was thrown open for public inspecBirths reported include a boy to
tion on July 13, and was first used for
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Fort. July 12,
distribution and dispatch of mail on
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
July 16.
Bynum,July 1 1.
Published statements of four banks
Showing at Capitol Theatre is "The
in Calloway County as of June 30,
Last Musketeer" starring Rex Allen
1932, showed the following assets:
and Koho. The serial and cartoon
Bank of Murray, 6809,501.21: First
also will be shown.
National Bank, Murray,
Forty years ago
$1,47$,722.81; Dees Bank of Hazel,
The officers and directors of
$174,741.59; Farmers Bank of Hazel,
Calloway County Fair Association
$133,225.41.
voted unanimously on July 14 not to
Births reported include a boy to
have the 1942 County Fair, according
Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Coleman, July 2, a
to Ray Treon, president. This decigirl to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
sion was reached because of the shorLassiter, July 4, and a girl to Mr. and
tages from World War II.
Mrs. Jack Gardner, June 29.
Deaths reported include R.I..
Yandall Wrather spoke Sunday at
( Curg ) Canon. Obe 0. Alexander, 67,
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Walter Edward Housden, infant, and
Church. He has left to begin his
Freddie Wayne Parker,infant.
teaching duties in Pulaski County.
Otis I,ovins, Calloway Circuit
Men's shirts are listed at 37 cents
Court Clerk, has released the names
each and boys' knickers at 49 cents
of the Grand Jury and Petit Jury for
each in ad for Lerman Bros.
the next court session to open Aug. 3
Chuck roast is listed at seven cents
with Judge Ira D. Smith presiding.
per pound and wieners at 10 cents per
An enrollment of 677 is reported for
pound in ad for Shroat Bros_ Meat
the 25 Calloway one and two room
Market
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datebook
Douglas activities listed
Activities for senior citizens will be from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Monday through Friday at Douglas
Center, L.P. Miller Street, according to Wilma
Wilson, site manager. Events will include the craft
of making coasters with demonstration by Kay
Adams on Monday, a film of "I Like Clouds" on
Wednesday, and the Rev Darrell Ramsey from
Assembly of God to speak with Mrs. Ramsey playing the piano on Friday. Rook and other games will
be played throughout the week. Lunch will be served at noon each day.

Lawrence dismissed
Leland Lawrence of Kirksey recently has been
dismissed from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Tennis play Tuesday
Group B,Section One, of Ladies Tennis of Murray
Country Club will play Tuesday, July 20, at 9 a.m. at
the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Annie
Knight, Ruth Pickens, Judy Latimer and Sandy
Brannon; Court Two — Barbara Malinauskas, Mug
Rigsby, Anne Haney and Marilyn Adkins; Court
Three — Lana Smith, Nancy Fandrich, Cathy
Young and Sheila Grogan; Court Four — Cathy
Mattis, Ann Uddberg, Laura Miller and Kay Ray.

Parrish dismissed
Rupert Parrish of Murray recently was dismissed from the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Matthew Clinton Leet born
Mr. and Mrs. Don Leet, 1203 Doran Road, announce the birth of a son, Matthew Clinton,
weighing seven pounds six ounces, born Sunday, July 4, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They
have another son, Jason Thomas,5.
The father is employed at Murray Municipal
Utilities. The mother, the former Martha Kemp,
teaches at East Calloway Elementary School.
Grandparents are George Leet of Owensboro and
Mr. and Mrs. J . C. Kemp of Murray.

REVIVAL
Flint
Baptist Church
July 19-25
1:30 nightly

Lovett- Weaver wedding to be July 30

Amanda Ruth Pugh born
Mr. and Mrs Mark Pugh, 1366 Bailey St , Norfolk, Va., 22518, announce the birth of a daughter,
Amanda Ruth, weighing eight pounds two
ounces.
born Thursday. July 8, at DePa ul
Norfolk
The mother is the former Linda Hospital,
Stubblefield The
father is a former associate minister of Seventh
and
Poplar Church of Christ, Murray They have
one
son, Aaron, 4.
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs. Robert S. Pugh,
Smithfield, Va., and Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Stubblefield, Hazel. Great-grandparents are Mr
and
Mrs. Collie Stubblefield, Hazel, and Mr.
and Mrs.
Crawford McClure, Murray.

Kristen Marie Haggard born
Mr. and Mrs. Don Haggard III, Fox Meadows,announce the birth of a daughter, Kristen Marie,
weighing seven pounds Vs ounces, measuring 19Li
inches, born Saturday, July 10, at 6 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
- The mother is the former Robin Dowdy. The
father is a student at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Donald Haggard,
Jr., Valley Station, and Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Dowdy,Sr., Murray.

Menus listed for week
Menus for the Nutrition milk, coffee or tea.
Program for the Elderly
Tuesday — beef liver,
and Meals on Wheels for mashed potatoes, cole
the week of July 19 to 23 slaw, hot roll, butter,
have been released by orange, milk, coffee or
Tripp Thurman, director tea.
of Murray-Calloway
Wednesday — fried
County Senior Citizens.
chicken, parslied
Meals are served Mon- potatoes, green beans,
day through Friday at hot roll, butter, banana,
Hazel and Douglas milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday — steak
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis fingers, egg plant
Center. Meals also are casserole, fruit salad, hot
roll, butter, blueberry
sent out each day.
tart, pineapple, milk, cofMenus are as follows:
fee or tea.
Monday — pepper
Friday — western
steak, Chinese omelet, hash browns,
vegetables, sliced car- tomato wedges, biscuit,
rots, hot roll, rice, butter, butter, cantaloupe cubes,
pear halves, orange, milk, coffee or tea.

"Have A
Real Meal"

EVANGELIST
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN
Pastor fumble Baptist arch
Louisville Sy
Formerly st Baton

EVERYONE WELCOME
Bargain Matinee
Sat. & S,. 2:00
Cheri & Cine
All Seats 51.50

Mr. and Mrs. Danny A.
Lovett, Rt. 4, Benton, announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Ginger Susanne, to
Timothy Wayne Weaver,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
W. Weaver, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Miss Lovett is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Rose
and Mrs. Aline Lovett
and the late D.A. Lovett.
She is a 1981- graddate
of Marshall County High
School and a student at
Murray State University
majoring in medical
laboratory technology.
Mr. Weaver is the
grandson of James H.
Nesbitt, Mrs. Eva Thurman, Mrs. Nell Churchill
and the late Robert
Weaver.
He is a 1979 graduate of
Marshall County High
School and employed at
Fisher-Price Toys, Murray.
The couple will be married Friday, July 30, at
7:30 p.m. at the Olive
United Methodist Church.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.
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Ginger Susanne Lovett
to marry Timothy Wayne Weaver

Coming community events are scheduled

HEY WARD ROBERTS, PASTOR
WILLIAM B. MILLER, SONG LEADER

_
Phone ahead for carry out
convenient Drive through Window
Chestnut, Murray

753-0045

Saturday, July 17
John and 011ie Sheppard Family Reunion will
be at 4 p.m. at shelter
house at Kenlake State
Park, Aurora. Each one
should bring a basket
lunch.
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Square and round dancing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall,
South Third and Maple
Streets.

Area Summer Youth Series
Tuesday, July 20
Guest Speaker

7:30 p.m.
Song Leader

Saturday, July 17
Car wash by Calloway
County High School
Chamber Singers will be
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ross Standard Station,
15th and Main Streets-.
Events at MurrayCalloway County Jaycee
Fair will include Horse
and Mule Pull at 8 a.m.;
Farm Bureau Day at 10
a.m.; Three Wheel Short
Track Race at 7 p.m.;
Gospel Music Show in
Jaycee Building at 7:30
P.m.
"The Skin of Our
Teeth" will be presented
by Community Theatre at
8 p.m. in Playhouse in
Park, Murray-Calloway
County Park. For information call 759-1752.
Pool Party and potluck
dinner at Murray Country Club has been changed to a date in August.
Harris Grove
Homemakers Club will
have a family potluck picnic at 7 p.m. at Ellis
Center.

Saturday, July 17
Community Day activities will start at 8 a.m.
at Farmington with a fish
supper to be served at 6
p.m.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include The Owl and the
Forest at 2 p.m. and
Fishing Techniques On
the Lake from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m., both at Woodlands
Nature Center; Put'n Up
Food from 10 a.m. to noon
at The Homeplace-1850.
Sunday,July 18
Special gospel singing
featuring Forresters
Group and The Prophets
will be at 2 p.m. at Coldwater Baptist Church.
Events ir7-1.and Between the Lakes will include The "Golden Bass"
from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Gospel Sing at 2
p.m. at The Homeplace1850; Field Archery Tournament with registration
at 8 a.m. at Field Archery
Range, U.S. Highway 68.
Fri. thru Thurs.
pen 8 00•Start 8::ill
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FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY SPECIALS
7 oz. and a 10 oz. Sirloin
Baked potato or French Fries
Texas Toast
$R 49
ONLY
%II
Good Thru July 8, 1982

Complete Dinner for Two
Two 7 oz. Sirloin Steaks
Baked Potato or French Fries
and our super 35 item Salad Bar
$929

GO'LlYER
CORR M.

MURRAY
KENTUCKY
U.S. 641 S.
Across From
IsM John's

Sunday,July 18
Salad Smorgasbord
Luncheon to include a
variety of dishes to appeal to men, women and
children will be served
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. in
cafeteria of Calloway
County High School.
Costs will be $2.50 for
adults and $1 for children
under six. This is sponsored by Calloway County High School Chamber
Singers.
Monday,July 19
Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Joe's Family
Restaurant.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Free Pap Smear Clinic
for women will be at 6
p.m. at Calloway County
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
WMU of —Blood River
Baptist Association will
meet at Zion's Cause
Baptist Church, Highway
68 beyond Draffenville, at
10 a.m.
Pre-registration for
Murray Head Start for
three and four year old
children will be from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Early
Childhood Center, Murray State University. For
information call 753-4363.
Youth tennis will be
from 9 a.m. to noon at
Murray Country Club.
Unendangered Species
is program at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.
MeetinT71:, Murray
Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International
I PSI I has been- changed
to July 26.
Tuesday,July 20
Retirees of Local 1068
UAW-AFL-CIO will have
a covered dish supper at
5:30 p.m. at First Christian Church. This also is
for retirees of other
locals.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
the home of David and
Aleahla Cunningham, Utterback Road.
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Kentucky companies
enjoy profitable year

NEW (X)PIER — Twin Lakes Office Supplies now has available the Toshiba
BD-451I bond copier. The device can reproduce images on regular paper using
dual cassettes with a bypass control ma completely dry process. With the copier
are from left) Renee Hendon, Mike Ramsey,Jack Benton and Ricky Lovett

Chambers of Commerce beef up
search for industries, businesses
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Signs of more aggressive industrial
recruitment are showing
up all over Kentucky.
Chambers of Commerce and local industrial development
boards have beefed up
their professional staffs
to hunt for new business
and industry. Slick
presentation packages
are being designed for
use in wooing new corporate residents. Public
relations companies are
being hired to help.
In some areas of the
state, cities and counties
that used to compete
against each other are
banding together into
city-county and even
regional groups to
amplify their efforts.
And, inevitably, the
gimmicks are turning up.
The latest of these —
which business leaders in
Daviess County hope will
be more than a gimmick
— is a bounty program
for new companies. A
$3,000 reward is being offered "to any individual
providing a lead to the
successful location of one
new 50-employee company" in that western
Kentucky county.
The program is complete with "Wanted"
posters offering the
reward to citizens of
Daviess, McLean, Hancock, Henderson and
Ohio counties. Rewardseekers are to fill out a
form with their suggestion of a prospect and
send it to the OwensboroDaviess County
Chamber,one of the sponsors of the program and
the designated agency to
follow up on leads.
The reward program is
not a new idea; it has
been tried in at least
several other cities in the
past, with no known successes. But the current
effort is paying off in attracting media attention
— including this column
mention.
And it's a lively illustration of the new tactics many Kentucky communities are turning to,
as the economy worsens
ana more businesses cut
back or close down.
In Louisville, attention
is being focused on the efforts of a group of

business executives who
banded together last year
to provide private financial backing for ecconomic development
projects. Fourteen of the
city's most powerful
business leaders have
collectively committed to
spend at least $1 million
to induce rehabilitation
and new construction in
the city. .
A number of communities are piggybacking onto the state's
"Kentucky & Co." sales
pitch for new business;
Glasgow and Barren
counties, for example,
formed a joint economic
development task force
this spring and is utilizing
the theme of -Glasgow di
Co."
New development committees also have been
formed in such diverse
localities as Boyd and
Greenup, Lee and Trigg
counties, with the specific
goal of attracting new
job-producing companies.
And in Shelby County,
the industrial and
development foundation
sold more stock in its nonprofit organization this
spring, to raise additional
capital for the purchase
of the local busines park
and to help finance the
location of new industry
in the park. The foundation was created 25 years
ago through the similar
sale of stock shares to the
public — investments
that pay no interest but
that yield lots Of local
goodwill among residents
who feel they are participating in local
industry-hunting.
In those 25 years, the
-foundation claims to have
brought at least 18
businesses to the locality.
Whatever the approach, however, be it
$3,000 rewards or selling
stock to local residents,
the aim is the same: jobs,
jobs, jobs. And in a time

of double-digit unemployment, that elusive goal is
worth all the time, money
— and gimmicks — that
can be offered.

The year 1981 must
have had most chief executive officers of Kentucky's largest publicly
held companies whistling
the tune It Was a Very
Good Year."
A Kentucky Business
Ledger survey of executive compensation
found that the 25 highestpaid CEOsat public stock
companies earned a total
of $5.3 million in 1981, and
increase of 13.6 percent
over the $4.7 million paid
to the same executives in
1980.
By comparison, a compensation survey of more
than 500 companies nationwide found that executive salaries rose 12.3
percent last year.
Heading the Kentucky
salary list was David
Jones, the top officer at
Humana, Inc., the
Louisville-based conrpany that owns and
manages hospitals in the
U.S. and Europe.
Jones was paid a salary
of $587,052 Last year, a
16.3 percent raise over his
salary the previous year.
When the value of stock
options and other benefits
are added to the salary,

COMPLETES TRAINING — Don Arriolo, area
service manager, and Jim Brannon, district sales
manager, Chevrolet Motor Division, recently
presented O.L. Mathis a certificate for completion
of extensive training in areas of electronic fuel injection, computer control command engine performance, Model 700-4R automatic transmission,
new product familiarization and dealer management. Mathis has been service manager for Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet for 13 years and has 31 years exoerience with Chervolet.
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Allstate
invests
in county
Allstate Insurance
Group has invested more
than $2,235,00 in bonds in
1982 in Calloway County,
according, to C. Robert
Snyder, the group's
regional vice president
for Kentucky.
Calloway County investments are part of
more than $105 million in
bonds held by Allstate in
49 counties in Kentucky.
"Local Allstate investments have helped
make possible many
needed civic improvements in Calloway
County,"Snyder said.
Allstate investments
have helped finance other
community schools,
hospitals and public utility services throughout
the state.
"As a corporate citizen
of Kentucky, Allstate
feels an obligation to
reinvest in local communities that have contributed so greatly to our
companies' growth,"
Snyder said. "During
these periods of economic
uncertainty, an investment in people -reaffirms
our commitment to a prosperous future for all our
citizens," he concluded.

LEO THE JEWELER — Leo the Jeweler wrote an article that will appear in
"Rock and Gem,"a leading magazine in the jewelry field.

Leo the Jeweler publishes
article in trade magazine
Leo, the jeweler, that's
what his friends call him.
And that's the way he
wants to be known by
everyone else as well.
It was sheer curosity,
and enjoyment, that led
Leo into his field, and the
same combination that
keeps him there. His
speciality is metals and
jewelry.
In 1976 Leo opened a
production shop employing jewelers with varied
specialities. Ranging
from gemologists,
metalorigists and
metalsmiths Leo was
able to absorb their
knowledge and skills.
After several years
with the production shop,
Leo sold the business and
moved. With his
knowledge of gems now

being second-hand he
found security in dealing
with the precious stones.
"Despite the economy,
I've found that good gems
sell in any in economic
situation," he noted. •
The big city rat-race
plus the influence of a
friend has brought Leo to
western Kentucky. In
Leo's words, Murray is a
perfect location for getting back to creating —
not just to retail selling.
"I do return to the larger
cities approximately
once a month where my
personal gems are consigned for sale," he added.
For Leo, creating has
bees the driving force
behind much of his work.
Now, creating is opening
new doors for him as

well. In the August issue
of -Rock and Gem," a
leading magazine of its
particular field, is found
an article written by Murray's own Leo, the
jeweler. According to
Leo, the material contained in the article deals
primarily with the differences, and the use of,
gold. "The article in summary, explains the art of
working cheaper, yet,
better, with the same
volume of karat gold,
ultimately saving the
retail customer money,"
he pointed out.
Leo stated that if the
jeweler uses the prescribed method he can work on
the same profit margin
while saving from 15-18
percent.
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Prices stabilize # Congratulations
.40, Leo the Jeweler

Gasoline prices have
stabilized and even dropped in some parts of Kentucky in recent weeks,
but they continue to be a
heavy factor in the costs
to business of running
automotive fleets.
That has spurred new
interest in what many
Kentucky businesses are
finding to be a costcutting alternative: conversion of automotive
fleets to propane fuel
And a number of Kentuckians who have converted their fleets are
vocal boOsters of propane
power.

his total compensation in
1981 comes to 81.55
million.
Even that, however,
wasn't the top compensation figure at Humana
last year. Carl F. Pollard,
executive vice president,
had salary and
equivalent forms of
remuneration of $2.34
million in 1981, including
$2 million from the value
of stock options. Pollard
wasn't included on the top
25 list since it was
restricted to salaries of
CEOs.

TO ALL LIFE INSURANCE POLICYOWNERS...
The Murray Association of Life Underwriters, which represents the large majority of life insurance agents in this community, has purchased this newspaper space to
bring a matter of great concern to the attention of owners of life insurance policies
in Western Kentucky. This article is a warning to life insurance policyowners about
replacement practices already being used
in this area.

POLICY REPLACEMENT
CAN BE DETRIMENTAL

Make sure the comparison statement
you get is accurate. Let your present agent
verify it!
- If you are advised to buy term and invest the difference, find out if the investment returns are guaranteed or are
estimated. Your present agent or company
normally can offer similar products if
replacement is, in fact, in your best interest.

FIND OUT WHO
YOU'RE DEALING WITH

Policy replacement is frequently
detrimental to policyowners. The agent
who calls and claims he can save you
money — or "make you rich in a few
years." — by replacing your policy with
another one often misrepresents both your
policy and the policy he is selling.
The Murray Association cannot advise
consumers which insurance program to
purchase, but offers these suggestions to
policy owners who have been urged to
replace their life insurance.
F_Af you are asked to replace a policy,
contact the agent with whom you regularly
do business.

If approached about your policies,
find out who the agent works for, how long
he has been working, what training he has
received, and what sort of license he holds.
The term insurance offered to you may
actually be modified whole life. If this is the
case, ask why, if whole Life is so
undesirable, he is offering a type of term insurance that is convertible to whole life.
_Finally, -emember that good life insurance service is more than an agent selling a policy and never seeing the customer
again. If you don't know insurance, know
your agent and his qualifications.

MURRAY ASSOCIATION
OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS
Listed below aro the cerrent members of the blerrey Aosecestien of if, Unektrorritere.

Joe B. Adams
Jesse Arnold
Hugh D. Barksdale
M. Wayne Bennett
Jerry L. Bolls
John Boltz
Roy T. Broach
Terry Broach
G. H. Burkett

Jerry R. Davis
James H. Green
Rose M. Gregory
Don Henry
James R. Jackson
David R. King
R. Adele Kupchella
Robert Lough
Gene Miller
Bobby Joe Nanney

•

John D. Roberts
Jane H. Rogers
James A. Schwartz
Tim Scruggs
David Travis
Max L. Underwood
Jamie D. Washer
James D. Willoughby
Robert Wittenbarger
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Lend!, Vilas share collision course
BROOKLINE, Mass.
(AP) — Ivan Lendl may
have taken the tennis
world by storm but he's
been a washout when he's
played Guillermo Visa.
After capturing nine
titles last year, Lendl
already has won eight of
the 12 tournaments in
which he's played in 1982.
But the two times he's
met Vilas in tournaments
this year, both in finals,
he's lost.
In a couple of days, the
22-year-old Czech could
get another chance to
unleash his thunderous

shots on his Argentine
nemesis.
Vilas, the top seed in
the $200,000 U.S. Pro Tennis Championships, and
Lendl, seeded second,
both have reached today's quarterfinals. They
are on a collision course
that could propel them into Monday night's title
match.
Lendl advanced Friday
night with a 6-3, 1-6, 6-2
victory over ninth-seeded
Van Winitsky.
Lend] lost the last five
games of the second set
and played the final three

of them with diminished
intensity.
In the other quarterfinal matches Friday,
eighth-seeded John Alexander of Australia ousted
Mark Dickson 5-7, 6-4, 61, Eric Fromm beat
Angel Girnenez of Spain
6-2, 6-3 and seventhseeded Mel Purcell
ousted Harold Solomon 62,6-2.
In today's semifinals,
Vitas meets Fromm,
fourth-seeded Yannick
Noah of France faces
Alexander, 12th-seeded
Fernando Luna of Spain

meets 13th-seeded Alejandro Ganzabal of
Argentina and Purcell
plays Lendl.
In Zell Am See,
Austria, hot weather and
some blistering tennis
highlighted quarterfinal
play in a $300,000 WCT
tennis tournament.
As temperatures
soared into the 90's Friday, Argentina's JoseLuis Clerc, Spain's Jose
Higueras and
Czechoslovakia's Tomas
Srnid all soared past their
opposition.
Clerc, the No.1 seed,

needed just 50 minutes to
dispose of Bruce Manson
6-1, 6-1. Higueras
eliminated Wojtek Fibak
of Poland 6-3, 6-4 to reach
a semifinal confrontation
with Clerc.
Fourth-seeded Smid
had an easy time with
countryman Pavel Slozil,
posting a 6-3, 6-4 triumph.
Srnid's opponent in the
semis will - by
Switzerland's Heinz Gunthardt, who beat Brazil's
Casio Motta Thursday in
the first quarterfinal contest.
In Monte Carlo,

Monaco, American Bonnie Gadusek was to face
No.2 seed Virginia Ruzici
of Romania today in the
finals of the $100,000 Kim
Cup worn.
tennis tournament
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The 18-year-old from
Largo, Fla. surprised topseeded Sylvia Hanika of
West Germany in a Friday semifinal. It took two
hours, 14 minutes for the
fourth-seeded Gadusek to
overcome Hanika 4-6, 6-3,
6-4.
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Ruzici beat Brazil's Pat
Medrado 6-4, 7-6

Aces triumph in tourney,
Flames settle for season
UP AND UNDER —
( Above) Aces' outfielder
Cathy Williams (right)
gets extra help from a
teammate, but neither
can come up with the
ball. Right photo) Aces'
Sherri Swift makes the
tag on Flames runner
Terri Roberts in tournament championship action, Friday.
Photos by Jim Rector

The Flames and Aces
fought to a fitting end of
the 1982 girls' upper division softball season, the
Flames having claimed
the regular season title,
while the Aces were
crowned the post-season
tournament champs.
The two teams which
had butted heads the entire season before playing
a one-game playoff for
the season championship,
met one last time, Friday
at the new city park complex.
At stake was the tournament championship
and both teams fought to
the final out.
Coming into the title
game as the survivor of
the winner's bracket, the
Aces jumped to a 2-0 lead
record with 19 knockouts, in the first inning, fell
while Moore is only 10-0 behind, 3-2, in the second,
but regained the lead, 5-3,
with seven knockouts.
at the top of the third.

Moore needs no rooters when defending title
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
(AP) — Davey Moore,
the World Boxing
Association juniormiddleweight champion,
had a homecoming today
— at least he got a chance
to fight in the United

States for the first time
since winning the title.
The 23-year-old New
Yorker went to Japan to
challenge for Ilie-15:1ponnd class championship against Japanese
fighter Tadashi Mihara

Feb.2. He won it with a
sixth-round knockout.
Then because of a contract obligation, Moore,a
black, had to make his
first defense fast Apr.26
against Charlie Weir, a
white South African in
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Johannesburg. This time
Moore won on a fifthround knockout.
Moore defends the title
today against toprankeed Ayub Kalule, an
Ugandan living in Denmark, at the Bally Park
Place hotel-casino.
The fight, to be televised live on ABC Wide
World of Sports, was
scheduled from 5 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. EDT.
Moore said he was happy to be home but didn't
feel any pressure fighting
abroad and didn't feel he
needed a rooting section.
Besides, he said, his
mother saw the fight in
South Africa.
He said the only
pressure in South Africa
was keeping the championship.
As for fighting a
Japanese boxer in Japan
to win the title, a South
African in South Africa in
his first defense and the
No.1 contender in his second defense, Moore said,
'I guess they're saying
'Let this guy prove
himself"
Kalule has a big edge in
experience, having a 40-1

The Flames suffered
their only tournament
loss to the Aces, but clawed through the loser's
bracket to challenge their
arch-rivals once again.
To win the tournament
championship the
Flames had to beat the
Aces twice.
In the bottom of the
third inning, the Flames
evened the game at 5-all
before scoring three
unanswered runs in their
half of the fourth.
Both squads scored
twice in the fifth and facing their last at-bat, the
Aces were also facing a
10-7 disadvantage.
The Flames collected
two quick outs and the
Aces' hopes appeared
dim.
However Cathy
Williams' triple brought
in two runs and a fielding
error by the Flames

Al

With their backs to the
wall, 12-10, the Flames
managed one more run,
but an infield fly ended
their dreams of a double
championship, 12-11.
Both Sherri Swift and
Connie Spann hit a triple
and a double for the Aces
while solo triples came
from Williams, Jerri
Weatherford and Kelly
Jameson. Cindy Spann
added a double to the victory effort.
For the Flames, Christy Darnell was the most
proficient hitter with a
homer,a triple and a double. Alisia Harris contributed a triple.
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Expos'Rogers shows 8-0 on rood
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Steve Rogers has been
a SO-so performer at Montreal's Olympicttadium
this season. His road
show is something else.
Winner of only three of
seven games at home this
year, the Expos' righthander continued to show
well away from Olympic
Stadium Friday night
with a 4-3 victory over the
San Diego Padres, improving his road record to
a nifty 8-0.
"I don't have any
secret to my success on
the road, and until it was
brought up (by a
reporter), I. was unaware
of it," said Rogers, who
scattered nine hits,
struck out six and walked
two before giving way to

reliever Woodie Fryman
in the eighth.
About his uncanny success on the road, Rogers
says:
"It's a little tougher to
pitch in another team's
park, but you tend to
discipline yourself a little
more."
Fryman, the 42-yearold veteran, hurled two
scoreless innings to earn
his sixth save. The crafty
left-hander pitched out of
a bases-loaded jam in the
eighth and struck out the
final two batters in the
ninth.
"Woodie may be old,
but he's not done," said
Rogers, who ironically
was the winning pitcher
in the All-Star game at,
you guessed it, Montreal.
"You've got to admire

the guy, being able to retain his physical skills the
way he's done."
San Diego starter Tim
Lollar, 10-3, yielded 11
hits in six innings, five of
them in the sixth when
Montreal moved in front
4-2.
Al Oliver opened the
Expos' sixth with a single
and moved to second
when San Diego second
baseman Tim Flannery
threw the ball into the
dugout behind first. Tim
Wallach singled to score
Oliver and advanced to
second on the throw to the
plate. Crornartie drove inwhat proved to be the
winning run with a single.
Montreal took a 1-0 lead
in the first on an RBI
single by Mike Gates. The
Padres took a 2-1 lead in
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allowed her to score the
tying run in the top of the
sixth inning. Connie
Spann then drove in two
runs before getting
caught trying to score on
an infield dribbler.
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the second when they
reached Rogers for three
hits, including RBI
singles by Luis Salazar
and Gene Richards.
The Expos pulled even
at 2-2 in the fifth when
Tim Raines' groundout
scored Chris Speier, who
had singled, took second
on a wild pitch and went
to third on Rogers'single.
In other National
League action, it was
Philadelphia 1, San Francisco 0; Chicago 4, Atlanta 3 in 10 innings; St.
Louis 6, Cincinnati 4;
Houston 4, Pittsburgh 2
and Los Angeles 7, New
York 6.
Phillies I, Giants 0
Steve Carlton fired a
four-hitter for his 12th
victory of the year and
Mike Schmidt scored
Philadelphia's only run
as the Phillies edged San
Francisco.
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Mitchell leads
Quad Cities Open

Colorful Clampeff alters image, sets
new British Open course record at 66

COAL VALLEY, B— Credit Don
Pooley with an assist for
Jeff Mitchell's 36-hole
lead in the Quad Cities
Open golf tournament.
Pooley helped
straighten out Mitchell's
balky driver earlier in the
week.
"Don helped with my
alignment. I started hitting my drives more consistently," said Mitchell.

Peels, last week's champion in the Greater
Milwaukee Open, and
Miller Barber, the winner
of the U.S. Seniors Open
Sunday.
Peete continued his hot
streak with his fifth
straight sub-70 round. He
opened with two 67s in
this $200,000 tournament,
which carries a first prize
of 636,000.
"I'm still pumped up
The pre-tournament from last week," said
lesson helped Mitchell, Peete. "That's the reasulf
the 1980 Phoenix Open I'm playing so well. When
champion, to a leading you're making birdies,
total of 132, 8 under par it's always fun."
Barber also posted a67for two trips around the
cozy Oakwood Country 67 start.
Butch Baird, another
Club course.
veteran, matched MitThe 27-year-old Mit- chell's 63. They joined
chell, a native of nearby eight others who share
Rockford, Ill., equaled the mark at this 6,514the course record Friday yard layout not far from
with his 7-under-par 63, the Mississippi River in
starting with an eagle western Illinois.
and collecting 10 one-putt
The cut caught firstgreens.
round leader Tim
His margin entering to- Graham, who went from
day's third round was 2 65 to 76 for a 141 total.
shots, with some imposAnd Canadian Dave
ing names in the six- Barr, the defending
player group at 134, 6 champion, just made it
under par.
with two straight 70s for
They included Calvin 140.

TROON, Scotland (AP o the back rune to shoot a S- last day
of the Open at as and 1961 runner-up
— Bobby Clarnpett, one of under-par 67 in the first
Troon in 1973, the layout Bernhard Langer of West
golf's more colorful round for a 2-stroke lead, has
been changed since Germany and Des Smyth
characters, suddenly has
then.
of Bntam were at 139.
a new image and the look and most of Friday's
Langer and Smyth each
27,569 spectators
of a champion as he
Clampett's work for the
had a second-round 69
strides toward the British wondered if he could hold two days included 14 birit.
Tom Watson, a threeOpen title.
dies and 18 single putts in
time British Open chamThe 22-year-old, curlyBut on the second 36 holes
pion here and going for a
haired Californian, 5 round, in a moderate
After two rounds he U S.-British Open double
strokes ahead and 11 breeze, he did even better
was 5 strokes ahead of this year, was at 140 after
under par after 36 holes, with 32-34-66. That counts
Nick Price, the South a 71, along with Britain's
analyzed his golf and as a course record
African who learned his Sandy Lyle, who had a 66
talked about it as serious- because although
Jack golf in Zimbabwe. Price that included a birdiely as any professor.
Nicklaus shot 65 on the was at 138 after a pair of eagle-birdie burst.
Surely this was not the
same young man who .
I
once was ordered off the
course at Cherry Hills,
Denver., for playing a tee
shot off his knees during
the U.S. Open.
"I have always thought
of myself as a mechanic
rather than an artist,"
Clampett solemnly said
on Friday . He had just
set a record for the 7,067yard, par-72 Royal Troon
links with a round of 66,
following 67 in a high
wind on the first day.
"As a junior I used to
watch movies of swings
by the greatest golfers —
Arnold Palmer, Jack
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NatoShack
Your discount arts su • errnart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car ik truck • arts...save 10-50%

CLUB CHAMPION — Betty Jo Purdom successfully defended her ladies' medal play championship at the Murray Country Club recently. She
posted a 170 over the 36-hole tournament. She also
won the ladies' match play championship at the
club in 1980 and will be shooting for the 1982 title
when the match play tourney is played this
summer.

Professional baseball

American League

Angels strike back against Tribe
By The Associated Press
Tired of being hit by
Cleveland's John Denny,
the California Angels hit
back with their second 10run inning in four games
and then had some
fighting words for the Indians' right-hander.
Denny's pitches nicked
Brian Downing, Don
Baylor and Fred Lynn
and he came close to
Mick Kelleher and Rod
Carew before he was
ejected by umpire Larry
Barnett during the
Angels' 10-run fifth inning
en route to a 15-0 rout of
the Indians Friday night.
Carew, for one, was
sorry to see him go.
"I wanted them to
leave him in there
because I wanted to
fight," said Carew, who
tripled borne the first run
of the big inning and later
added a two-run single.
"Somebody would have
gotten him. When he pitches, we want to hurt him
somehow, wring his neck
or something. You don't
see (Cleveland's Len)
Barker throwing at
anybody. He (Barker)
could hurt somebody if he
wanted, but he just
throws hard and
challenges the hitter.
"Denny pitches well
against us, but every
time that idiot gets out
there he wants to hit
somebody. Denny doesn't
have to worry about it
because he doesn't have
to bat. We embarrassed
the hell out of him. That's
what we did."
In other American
League games, the
Boston Red Sox defeated
the Kansas City Royals 73, the Milwaukee
Brewers turned back the
Chicago White Sox 5-3,
the Seattle Mariners
trimmed the Baltimore
Orioles 6-0, the Detroit
Tigers beat the Minnesota Twins 6-3, the New
York Yankees downed
the Oakland A's 6-2 and
the Toronto Blue Jays
blanked the Texas
Rangers 6-0.
The Angels battered
Denny and three
relievers for 14 hits, including a two-run homer
by Baylor and a three-run
double by Bob Boone,
while Ken Forsch hurled
a four-hitter for his third
shutout of the season.
Forsch also was the
beneficiary of a 10-run
third inning against the
New York Yankees last
Saturday night.
The victory was the
sixth in a row for the
Angels, who have a threegame lead over Kansas
City in the Al. West. Six
games ago, the Royals
were three games in
front.
California grabbed a 30 lead in the first inning
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on Lynn's RBI single and
a two-run single by Bobby
Grich. Lynn also singled
home the final two runs in
the 10-run fifth, giving
him 18 RBIs in his last
nine games.
The anyrnosity between
the two teams goes back
to last August when Denny hit Baylor with a pitch
in Anaheim. Denny also
had trouble with Reggie
Jackson when Reggie
was with the Yankees.
Both incidents resulted in
fights.
don't know if it's bad
blood," said Baylor,"but
every time he pitches
against us it's a battle —
a war."

the All-Star Game, and
Bob Stanley combined on
a six-hitter.
Consecutive doubles by
Glenn Hoffman, Gary
Allenson and Reid
Nichols got the Red Sox
started in the second and
Dwight Evans and Rice
also doubled.

Brewers 5, White Sox 3
Ted Simmons' basesloaded double with one
out in the eighth inning
drove in the tying and
lead runs as Milwaukee
posted its sixth consecutive victory and remained one-half game
ahead of the Red Sox in
the AL East. Jerry
Koosman had scattered
seven hits until Paul
Red Sox 7, Royals 3
Jim Rice drove in three Molitor doubled with one
runs, two with a double in out in the eighth. A walk
Boston's six-run second to Robin Yount and Cecil
inning, as the Red Sox Cooper's infield hit loadhanded Kansas City its ed the bases for Simsixth consecutive loss. mons. Don Money
Boston's big inning homered for Milwaukee.
against Vida Blue and
Mariners 6, Orioles 0
Bill Castro included five
Richie Zisk, Dave
doubles, one short of the Henderson and
Bruce
AL record. Dennis Bochte had
three hits
Eckersley, the loser in apiece — Zisk
and

COMING TO
PADUCAH
FOR THE SUMMER FESTIVAL

Henderson homered —
while Floyd Bannister
fired a two-hitter. The
victory ended a fourgame losing streak for
the Mariners, who won
for only the sixth time in
29 games at Baltimore's
Memorial Stadium.
Tigers 6, Twins 3
The Tigers used the sixhit pitching of Jack Morris and Dave Tobik and
home runs by Lance Parrish, Tom Brookens and
Lou Whitaker to roll to
their fourth consecutive
triumph and hand Minnesota rookie Frank
Viola his first major
league loss in four decisions.

League leaders

ATTEND THE CALLOWAY CO. JAYCEE FAIR!
753-8971

Western Kentucky State Fair, Hopkinsville, Ky.
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West Kentucky Outdoors

These past few mornings have been anything
but frosty. They've been
sultry and damp July at
her best, or worst.
But despite the heat,
the minds of many deer
hunters have been on
frosty mornings. Or if
they haven't been, they
need to be. It's time to
plan for the 1982 deer
season, and some important dates are coming
right up.
"lie first of these is the
allplication deadline for
Hunting on the Lend Between the Lakes. Applica-

tion forms must be picked
up, filled out and returned to 113L headquarters
by July 28. Forms are
available at all LBI. information stations. You
may'also call or write for
blanks. The telephone
number is 502-924-5602. If
you write, the address is:
Deer Hunts, Land Between the Lakes, Golden
Pond, Ky 42231. Be sure
to include a selfaddressed legal-sized
envelope with your request. And one more
note: if you got an LBL
deer permit last year,
you're ineligible to apply

L.
,,
4511

this year. I This does not
apply to those participating iti the Youth
Hunt.)
The next date for deer
hunters is the deadline
for applications to hunt
on state-owned wildlife
managethent areas. This
date is Aug. 31. Application forms are available
through Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources county conservation officers
or from the agency itself
in Frankfort. That address is: KY Dept. of Fish
and Wildlife Resources,
Game Farm Road.

fins
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by Wade Bourne

Frankfort,KY 40601

similar to those of last
year. The main
The only two manage- framework will be
Nov. 6ment area hunts this year 15 for gun hunters.
One
in the west state area are hundred and sixteen
of
on the West Kentucky the state's 118
counties
wildlife management will have a
gun season.
area near Grahamville Counties are
divided into
I Dec. 11 and 18) and the five different
zones,
Barkley Lake "Duck depending
on the size of
Pond" waterfowl area their individual
herds and
(Oct. 23 and 241. Another how they
can stand up to
management area, the hunting
pressure. All
White City area southeast counties in
western Kenof Madisonville, will be tucky fall
into Zone 2, 3 or
open with no hunter quota 4 classificati
ons. Hunters
during the regular in Zone
2 will get 10 days
statewide gun and bow of
gun hunting for bucks
seasons.
only. And hunters in Zone
Regulations are very 4 counties (including
Marshall and Lyon in this
area) get five days of
bucks only hunting.
The limits are the
same: two deer, not more
than one of which may be
taken by gun. The exception to this is that a second deer may be taken
hits the water!
as the lure or popping bug by gun on Land Between
Of course you want touches the water. They the Lakes, Ft. Campbell
something with hooks seem to be more ag- or Ft. Knox.
small enough to catch gressive so once you get
The statewide archery
them. A fly rod and small them out of the way, season runs Oct. 1 -Nov. 4
popping bug is an ex- make a slower retrieve, and Nov. 17 -Dec. 31.
Besides the upcoming
cellent choice if you like allowing the lure to go
fast action, however, an deeper (2-3 feet) and you deadlines for manageultralight rod and reel will catch some of the ment area hunts, Kenwith a 1/16 ounce rooster- "big" bluegill everyone tucky deer hunters have
other things to keep them
tail spinner is another likes.
dreaming about frosty
deadly combination.
We have had some slow
mornings. According to
You should catch the
John Phillips, the
smaller sunfish as soon
Continued on page 9
biologist in charge of
managing the state's
deer herd, some very
good hunting looms in the
future. Last year the
whitetail harvest jumped
The first of tWo tour- classes are as follows: an impressive 58% to
naments sanctioned by Freestyle ( AA-A-8-C), 19,543 animals. The
the National Field Ar- Barebow, Bowhunter harvest has averaged in3 T.
chery Association and (limited, unlimited, creasing 37% over the
In the 1982 deer season Kentucky hunters should enjoy the benefits of a
Kentucky Field Archery freestyle, barebow
previous year over the
growing healthy herd. Biologists expect the statewide harvest to grow
Association will be Sun- Guest Division, Youth, past six years.
quickly in the next few years as the state's whitetail numbers expand.
day, July 18, at TVA's and Cub. The National Translated into hunters'
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
Land Between The Lakes Field Archery and Ken- language, Kentucky's
( LBI.).
tucky' Field Archery herd is expanding rapidRegistration for the Association rules will ap- ly, and the end is not yet the book since 1978. This 160 pounds field-dressed
To sum up, Kentucky
in sight.
tournament, co- ply,
gives an indication of the and carried eight poicits.
deer hunters should have
And there's more good current deer quality and
sponsored by the
The west state area a better season then
The tournament will be news. Along with its fast trophy
Lakeland Archery Club
potential we was described by Phillips 1982. And it should
be betheld
on
the
Field
Archery
growth,
Kentucky's
deer have."
as the "hot area" for deer ter than that in 1983,
and 1B1., will be from 8 to
and
Phillips also has hunters. The coal country better still in
9 a.m. The tournament Range off U.S. 68 in LSI.. herd has maintained as
1984.
excellent quality. Growth another set of statistics region of Hopkins, Somewhere
will start at9 a.m.
we'll hit a
For more information, rates and antler sizes
are which indicate the herd's Muhlenberg, Caldwell, leveling off point. where
Registration fees are as contact
Field Archery excellent. Most sub-herds quality. "One
way Crittenden and other deer herds will be at carfollows: Men and Women Tourname
nt, Golden in the state, and especial- biologists judge
their counties has one of the rying capacity and can't
116 years-up ), $3; Youth Pond,
Kentucky 42231, or ly those in western Ken- herds is by
keeping best herds in all of Ken- expand anymore. Quality
12-15), $2; and Cubs 6- call (502)
924-5602, exten- tucky, have good genetic figures on yearling buck tucky. Other good herds
11), $1.50. Shooting sion
may fall off a little as we
233.
bases and quality habitat. harvested during the hun- exist in counties further near this peak.
In a
This translates into big ting season. In 1981 these west, particularly in Mc- sense,
right now we've
animals.
bucks averaged 118 Cracken and Ballard got the best of both
Biologist Phillips points pounds field-dressed, and Counties.
No hunting worlds: Plenty deer that
;
11
1
11
.
1"
to current Boone and many had antler main this year on the Ballard are in their prime.
if
Crockett listings to prove beam diameters of up to Wildlife Management
And one more note. If
this point. "This state has an inch, which is very Area.) The two weak you don't have
a place to
nine listings on the Boone high." The biologist add- spots are the Zone 4 coun- hunt deer this fall, now's
and Crockett records," ed that in 1981 he per- ties where herd growth the time to start looking.
he said. "Of this number, sonally checked yearling hasn't lived up to habitat Don't wait until the week
five have been added to bucks that weighed up to potential.
before opening season.

Fishing line

by Jerry Maupin

—likketerse
We are still getting
some willow fly hatches
on Kentucky Lake and
this is helping to -hold"
many species of fish in
given areas.
As always there are
concentrations of sunfish
along the banks where
the flies have settled.
Sometimes this is a deep
bank and there will be
largemouth bass and
striped bass feeding on

these willow flies as they
fall into the water.
Whenever you locate a
good hatch, try an assortment of stripe or big bass
lures in the area first.
Many times these
larger fish will suspend
or hold close to a fly hatch
waiting for a choice
morsel to come their
way.
As for the sunfish, they
will attack anything that
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Famous Fish Dinners
Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

PURINA
CHOWS
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; ,11Lart71-41
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Your U-Haul Headquarters

WE WILL DIP DOGS

FREE

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

BUYER

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle Bait
• RI 1 Hardin,(502)
474-2245 474.2211, Ext. 171
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Jim Fain's Insurance Agency

Murray, Ky.

Fri. & Sat.
July 23, 24

I Murray Bait Co.
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Fishing line...
days since the lake level
has dropped. The current
has been too strong for
both the baitfish and the
gamensh to stay on the
shallow bars and flats.
Hopefully the
drawdown will lessen to
where we can again catch
some good fish by trolling!
I am glad to see the
large number of people
that are now using this
niethod to catch fish.
Some days, especially
weekends, it looks like
the Illinois Central
Railroad on the long bars.
It is a good way to keep
up with the schools of fish
however. You can see
what everyone else is doing and if a school of
stripes come to the surface, just follow the
crowd.
Tempers are a little
short sometimes so try to
keep in mind that it is a
sport to be enjoyed!
Be courteous when
passing or meeting
another boat on a bar or
ledge because everyone

Continued from page 8

is out there to have a good
time and besides they
just might be catching
more fish than you are
and will share their
"secrets."
The second hatch of
shad seems to be large
enough to move onto the

main lake now so maybe
we will have several
more good days of stripe
and sauger fishing.
Oh yeah, another thing
I wanted to mention is
about your empty
beverage cans. Please,
when you have empty

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- The best fishing
catches in Kentucky are
being made at, night or
early morning. The rundown,from the state Fish
and Wildlife Resources
Department:
Kentucky - White bass
slow in jumps, bluegill
fair to good, sauger fair
by trolling, in tailwaters
catfish fair, clear, stable
at summer pool and 82.
Barkley - Black bass
fair on crank baits along
island shorelines, bluegill
fair on crickets and
wfllow flies along old
road beds and gravel
bars, clear, stable at
summer pool and 80.
Barren - Black bass

slow on plastic worms
and spinnerbaits at night,
white bass slow at night,
bluegill fair on worms
and crickets, clear to
muddy, rising slowly at
summer pool and 78.
Nolin - Black bass
slow on plastic worms,
bluegill slow on worms
and crickets, clear,
stable at summer pool
and 82.
Rough River - White
bass slow in jumps, crappie and bluegill slow off
steep banks and over
stickups, clear, falling at
1 1-2 feet above summer
pool and 80.
Herrington - Black
bass fair to good on
plastic worms off deep
banks at night, bluegill
good still fishing in coves
and drift fishing along
deep banks,catfish fair to
good on crawfish off
shallow points, clear to
murky, rising at summer
pool and 83.
Green - Black bass
slow on plastic worms
and spinnerbaits in late
evening and night, white
bass slow in jumps,
bluegill fair to good on
worms and crickets,
clear, stable at summer
pool and 84.
Cumberland - Black
bass fair casting plastic
worms and spinnerbaits
at night off points in upper part of lake, walleye
fair by trolling deep runners along points and
mud flats and casting live
nightcrawlers, crappie
fair to good drift fishing

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

cite Pork
•

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-5

KEY AUTO
PARTS
BUYER SELLER Of LATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO PAR
• COMPLETE ENGINES
• TRANSMISSIONS
• REAR ENDS
•STARTERS•DOORS
• ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
•RADIOS•WHEELS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES
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753-5500
515 S 4TH ST. MURRAY

Boyer Tree Service
753-8536
1

0%

Discount

Summer Special
Removal of dead, diseased or unwanted trees.
• Fully Insured

What &lid et day will tome CANCER
SCORPIO
PISCES
rem be? To find wit what the June 21 to July 221
Oct. 23 to Nov 21 r MAP 'Feb. 19 toldar.1111 Xe
stars say, read the forecast You're in the mood to help You may receive a gift from You'll be pleseml alma
gives fee year birth saga
others out A visit to a shut-in a loved one Romantic feelings some dames* deadogemels
or sun* other kindness begins grow stronger A wit of op and will mast to go oat to
drink cans in your boat
the day. Later, you celebrate! tunism and good fellowsfur celebrate. Expect some evendon't throw them in the ARIES
ing good news.
marks the late evening
LEO
lake! If we are going to 1 Mar . 21 to Apr.19)
YOU BORN TODAY have
have a good place to fish, Weather permitting, a day July 23 to Aug.fl) Ia44gZ SAGMARIUS
0administrative talents and
It will be because we in the sun is In order or some Though you'll have a (Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 3(
affection
receive
wonderful
You'll
time
would
socializing,
also succeed in Manbrought our trash back to other relaxing pursuit. Lack is
you're in the mood for privacy from others and may decide to cud management You're
the docks and put it in the with you in home and financial afterward.
Luck is with you in marry The late evening finds multi-talented, but need to
matters.
proper containers!
real estate matters
you happily engaged in specialize to achieve your
TAURUS
Happy Fishing'
private pursuits
greatest success. You have
VIRGO
( Apr. 20 to May 201
ffl?
CAPRICORN
good insights into others and
It's the perfect time for Aug. 23 toSept. 23)
(Dec.22toJan.191
are
A social occasion leads to
motivated
by
shopping. You should find
c- areer opportunity Some are You'll be pleased with some humanitarian
principles.
something you especially like nonored for their work in the news that affects work. Your
You'll
succeed
in
public
serin coves and still fishing Good news and favorable
community. Friends extend social life leaves nothing to be vice, plait's, religion, educaover fallen treetops, work developments come too.
desired. Accept invitations
invitations.
tion and law You have critical
white bass fair in jumps, GEMINI
AQUARIUS
acumen in the arts and may be
LIBRA
in tailwaters trout good, (May 21 toJune 201
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22I—
a fine performer yourself.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 1111
clear, falling at 10 feet You're popular now and will Travel will be more fun than This is a special tune for Counseling and writing may
below timberline and 82. receive admiration from anticipated or good news you, with an accent on both also appeal to you Birthdate
Dale Hollow - White others. The evening hours comes from afar. A career op- romance and improved career of: Red Skelton, comedian;
mayy bring a job change that is portunity is worth your time prospects. Capitalize on op- John Glenn, U.S.
senator; and
bass fair in jumps on
to your liking.
and effort
William Thackeray, novelist.
porturubes
plunker-fly combinations, bluegill fair off
FOR MONDAY,JULY 19, 1982
deep banks, clear to mud„ow PISCES
dy, rising at normal pool What kind of day will tumor- CANCER
dm,/....a. SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the t June 21 to July 22) liglic-..17 (Oct. 23 to Nov_ 211 111,elr , Feb. 19 to Mar. 20t
and 84
out for needless
Laurel - Black bass stars say' read the forecast If you were an employee Guard against negative Watch
you'd probably ask for extra thinking or suspiciousness and career risks. Loved ones may
slow at night on spinner- given for your birth sign.
wages, but since it's your own watch erratic financial face problems about an inbaits, buegill fair to good
home,don't grumble about ad- moves. Be more tolerant of timate matter '
cr a financial
around stickups, trout
question
ditional duties
others' viewpoints.
fair at night, clear, fallYOU BORN TODAY are a
LEO
SAGITTARIUS
'Mar.
erA
21 to Apr_
ing slowly at 3 1.2 feet
(July 23 to Aug. 221 ifIlkC 1 Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 ItiftteP progressive thinker with a ged
t
So
below power pool and
82.A
temporary Lack of con- Seine old bills may coma nuine desire to better c
may not go as tanned, but
Cave Run - Black bass you shouldn't dwell on them fidence could beset you, due now or a friend may ask lions for others. You're a
slow at night on plastic Rise above self-imposed especially about creative you to repay a loan It's a poor natural for the political arena.
work or a job matter. Try to tone to begin a new romantic but are also a good
worms off deep banks, depression.
moneymaker in business. You
think more positively.
conquest.
crappie slow around TAURUS
have leadership qualities and
iipt& CAPRICORN
VIRGO
stickups, musky slow ) Apr. 20 to May 20
kty(''
would make a fine public seral. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
trolling and casting You're inclined to worry too AUg' t°SePt 22
You may have extra work to career concerns canin- vant. Law, politics, literature,
much
now
over
a
career
conmedium deep runners
feel
do that could curtail your terfere with time for socializ- religion and medicine are
over main channels and cern' You may
of
social life. Accept duty ing and romance. What's somethe
fields in which
predated,
but
are
making
too
in inlets, clear, stable at
grumbling. Safeguard
withoutmore
tie may feel you'll find fulfillment. In the
, a clone
l
much about too little
long run, you'll find greater
summer pool and 80.
possessions.
unappreciated.
GEMINI
satisfaction in the arts and
LIBRA
Buckhorn - Bluegill(21
.A.Lne AQUARIUS
Ma y21 to June 20
professions than business.
good off steep banks, Impulse buying could lead ( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
white bass fair over river to an unnecessary' extra ex- You may be reluctant about Employers may be You're also quite ambitious.
Birthdate of. George
with an
channel, clear to murky pense. What's more, a loved taking on a new assignment. dissatisfied
McGovern, former U.S.
to mudciy, stable at sum- one may have misgivings It's a poor time, though, to employee's work performance senator; the Nastase, tennis
seek feedback about career or absenteeism. Higher-ups
about what you buy.
mer pool and 82.
champion;
and Charles Mayo,
matters
are erratic in their thinking.
Grayson - No report
surgeon.
avaiable.
•
Fishtrap - Crappie
slow around stickups 1012 feet deep, catfish slow
A Mixed Media art lithography, air brush session.
:
planned. He added that
in headwaters on cut- presentation is on display stencil, drawing and
Stratton said a presen- he hopes to be able to
baits, clear, stable at in the University Center painting, attempt to bring tation of Cole's series, us- show her entire collection
summer pool and 82.
Gallery at Murray State together the use of words ing several media, in- at the Eagle Gallery
Dewey - Crappie slow University through July and images. Bailey eluding film, is being soon.
around stickups, bluegill 31.
printed the pieces and
fair on worms and
The show is a sample of Ms. Cole drew and
crickets, clear to murky, more than 60 works in a painted over them.
stable at summer pool collection by artist
H. Glenn Throckmor- whether mankind Can
Terry Stratton of the
and 82.
Jeanette Cole and
ton, circuit news StirViVe in view of the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery
lithographer Roger
staff said this is a very representative for complex problems
Bailey.
Jehovah's Witnesses, threatening us."
"cerebral" show. The
The collection is dividsaid 64 delegates
Throckmorton said a
words contained in each
ed into 7 -suites," each
representing Mum-ray will tremendous world
piece are from the definicontaining up to 8 pieces
attend one of 104 conven- 'change is Imminent. He
tion of the word "open"
in a sequence. The works
tions scheduled in 68 stressed that only divine
from a French-English
on display are suite No. 1
cities in the United States intervention can provide
dictionary, and are inand 4 pieces from suite
during the summer of a solution to the crises
tended to produce reflecNo. 4.
1982.
facing mankind and the
tion by being used out of
The study presents a
Approximately increasing peril of
context.
gradual transition from
1,000,000 persons are ex- nuclear war.
words to images through
Many representatives
Cole was a visiting pected nationwide at the
movements of color and assistant professor of art -Kingdom Truth" con- in Murray will be attensubtle additions and dele- at Murray State during ventions.
ding the convention
tions of material.
"The outlook is dismal scheduled for Freedom
the 1980-81 school year
The artists, through and during this summer in the world today," Hall in Louisville in July
Throckmorton said. where 13,000 persons are
"Many people question expected.

Fishing Report

TOURNEY WINNERS - Murray Bass Club
Lady's Day Tournament winners July 10 at Wildcat
Creek were (from left) Monk and Barbara Hendon,
first place and big bass; and Peggy and L.J. Hendon,second place. The tournement was followed by
a barbeque shoulder lunch with all the trimmings at
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ryan's cabin.
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Gallery presents mixed media art exhibit

Church delegates to attend

Welker enters competition
Habits can aid sleep

Dr. Gerald L. Welker,
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. director of bands and professor of music at Murray
DEAR DR. LAMB — I a few hours of good deep
University, is
have insomnia which I have sleep is better than many State
among 14 participants
been trying to overcome for hours of light sleep.
years. I have tried numerous
Habits make a difference. selected from an internaremedies such as cutting out Establish a routine and stick tional field of candidates
sugar, then dairy products, to it. Exercise during the for the 1982 National ConI've tried relaxation tapes day and early evening and
from a psychologist and I slow down before the sleep ducting Competition July
28-Aug. 4 at the Symtook a TM course several hour
years ago which did help
An approach to useful phony School of America
some.
habits to induce sleep is dis- in LaCrosse, Wis.
I am a 34-year-old female cussed in more detail in The
He and the other 13 orand live a fairly contented Health Letter number 10-6,
life, cope with stress well Sleep and Insomnia. which I chestral conductors will
and have an excellent diet am sending you Others who be evaluated through four
and exercise program.
want this issue can send 75 rounds of conducting acI believe my problem cents with a long, stamped, tivities by a panel of adcould either be diet-related self-addressed envelope for judicators, including
or just plain psychological. it to me, in care of this newsMaybe my biological clock paper, P.O. Box 1551. Radio Vaclav Nelhybel, Peter
is out of whack Can you rec- City Station, New York, NY Paul Fuchs, Abraham
ommend anything else I
Chavez and Elizabeth
could try' What is your opinGreen.
DR.
LAMB
1001
DEA
9
—
I
ion of hypnotherapy?
Ten orchestral works
DEAR READER. — I'm have this itchy problem
glad to see that your various around my genitals. An itchy are required of each parremedies did not list sleep- rash developed on the sides ticipant, with the Grand
ing pills. In general they about a year-and-a-half ago. Prize Winner receiving
should not be used except in I have not seen a doctor
unusual temporary circum- When I scratch it turns
We're Known For Our...
stances. They can become a white and it itches. It started
*Delicious Fish Dinners •Homemode Desserts
bad habit and cause more on my right leg in the (eni*Plate Lunches *Breakfast Served Anytime
problems than they solve tal area and Men spread to
WEST LAFAYETTE,
That includes many sleeping the other side and finally
Sunday Dinner
preparations prescribed by around my buttocks My Ind. (AP) - A doctor
started
penis
to
finally
itch.
Chicken 8. Dressing, 3
doctors as well as those you
working for nuclear
Hwy can
Vegetables, Tea or Coffee
buy without a prescrip- I have tried all kinds of med- disarmament urged 5,000
icine but it won't disappear
68 tion
Bread & Dessert
I would be surprised if I am sending you a diagram. church women to join ac.lonatfie II
54-6192
Please don't feel insulted, it tively in the effort to
CreeIf your diet has anything at all is the only way I could "make
sure your children
to do with your sleeping
5:00 o.m.-9:30 p.m problems, unless you eat a explain it.
grow up."
DEAR READER -- You
lot before going to bed,
Pediatrician Helen
which makes some people may have tines cruris. cornsleepy and gives others a monly called lock itch." If Caldicott of Cambridge,
burst of energy at the wrong so, it is fungus That is the Mass., founder of
most likely cause of your Women's Action for
time.
Relaxation is an impor- problem You could have a Nuclear Disarmament,
tant element, whether you yeast infection (Candida) told women of the Chrisare able to relax ass routine and undoubtedly have a
*Mercury Outboard
habit or use TM or even self- complication of irritation tian Church ( Disciples of
hypnosis if you have learned caused by your home remed- Christ) that nuclear war
*Pro Craft
to use it The key is both ies
"is the ultimate religious
•Lowe & Skeetermental and physical relaxaYou'll need to see a issue."
tion
doctor. Surely failure of
It would mean "mutual
Bass Boots
The first question if, do your borne treatment for a
you really have insomnia year-aed-a-half is adequate suicide and the destrucMany people who think they reason to do so. He will no tion of God's children,"
get very little sleep really doubt be able to give you she told the International
get a lot more than they medicines :which will cure Christian Women's
think. Your sensation of Use fungus or yeast and Fellowshfp gathering.
time during sleep hours Is hopefully resolve any cornAurora, Ky. .
474-2251
often faulty Then you need plicatioes your borne remed- She said the religious
Issue is about "God's
to know the quality of sleep, ies may have induced

I Missing Hill Resort
And Campground

1

Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-5519 anytime.

ARQUITA'S
PLACE @

guest conducting opportunities, a cash award
and national recognition.
The 1981 winner was Katsuhiko Watanabe, guest
conductor of the Japan
Philharmonic Orchestra.
Welker, a member of
the Murray State music
faculty since 1979, served
as music director and
conductor of the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra for
two seasons before he
resigned in May to devote
more time to guest appea rances and conducting seminars.
He has studied with
Roger Wagner, Gunther
Theuring, Paul White and
Frederick Fennell. He
earned the B.M., M.M.
and D.M.A. degrees at
the Eastman School of
Music.

Doctor urges disarmament

OUTBOARDS Mack & Mack Marine

4—

Jtn

HEALTH

RICKY ATKINS, 8, proudly holds his first place
trophy he won while fishing with his father on June
12. He was participating in a Child's Day Tournament sponsored by Murray Bass Club,

Sales & Service

—

Fruits Drake

love. Love for his
children. And we are living on borrowed time."

Report views
denominations
NEW YORK ( AP - A
study indicates 85 percent
of Lutherans drink and 6
percent are problem
drinkers, says the Rev.
Tilberg,
Cedrick W
social concerns secretary
of the Lutheran Church of
America.
Issuing a new
denominational study
paper on "Alcohol and
Other Chemical
Dependency," he said
survey data show 52
'million Americans are
abusers of drugs.
stimulants or
depressants

114(4. le TH1.: WI Hit i I.ky ..1.1:11)1434
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Son's behavior upsets mother
DEAR ABBY: What do
you do with a 15-year-old
boy who stuffs his dirty
clothes back in the
drawers with his clean
clothes and doesn't want
to wash his face?
This boy is a good kid
except for the above. For
years I've been trying to
get him to wash his face
properly. He'll do it for a
few days, then go back to
his slovenly habits. He
gets angry when his dad
or I tell him how bad his
nose looks because of the
Blackheads. He could be
a very handsome boy
with a little effort.
I don't nag him about
this constantly; I just bring it up every few weeks
and keep hoping that the
day will come when he'll
care enough to do this on
his own.
He's getting to the age
where he likes to do
things with his pals. He's
planning a fishing campout with his friends now,
and I told him if he wasn't
mature enough to wash
his face, he wasn't
mature enough to go with
his friends.
Am, I handling the
situation right?
A CARING MOM

DEAR MOM: No. You
are using your position of
authority to "punish" the
boy because you're angry
with him for defying you.
I know you mean well,
Manx, but no boy ever
died of blackheads. Lay
off. And one of these days
when he wants the bestlooking face he can get,
he'll clean up his act. And
his noise.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I've
read you for years, but
this is my first letter to
you because I don't know
where to turn. Lately
when my husband and I
go shopping together in a
big store or a shopping
mall, he "hides" from me
and I have to go looking
for him. When I can't find
him, I panic and get
almost hysterical, then
he comes out of hiding,
laughing like it was some
kind of joke.
Do you think this is all
in fun? It really upsets
me,and I end up nervous,
shaking and in tears. We
have been married for 40
years and he has never
been cruel or mean to me
before, but lately he
seems to take pleasure in
upsetting me. Could

6e981 Notice

HEARING
WORRIED
DEAR WORRIED:
Yes. First tell him lovingly but firmly that his
"hiding" stunt upsets you
terribly and to plasm
never do it again. Then if
he repeats it, get him to
his physician for a
thorough physical
checkup. A sudden
change of behavior such
as you have described
could be symptomatic of
• physical and/or mental
problem. Sometimes that
which appears to be
"meanness" is illness.
DEAR ABBY: My livein boyfriend is a very
kind and gentle-natured
person. He is always wellgroomed and welldressed. He is also a very'
private person.
After two years of a
very intimate relationship, I am certain that he
wears a toupee. He's 27.
He has never told me,and
I would never ask him
outright, but he has never

let rue touch his hair.
His hairpiece is getting
pretty scruffy around the
edges and I think he
needs a new one. I'm
afraid if something isn't
done about It soon someone else will notice it
and mention it, which
would embarrass him to
no end.
Have you any ideas on
how I can get him to
replace it without confronting him? Perhaps if
you print this he will see
it and get the message
without losing face.
HIS LIVE-IN LADY
DEAR LADY: Take no
chances. Play it straight.
Say, "Darling, your hair
is looking a little scruffy.
I think it's time for you to
see your barber."

THE ACES

BOBBY WOIFF

"Methods are the masters
of masters " - TalleyrandPerigord
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A WHOLE
JUG OF FRESH
COUNTRY
AIR
I

THIS GUY CAN'T
PIT IT!

II
If
IIII

I I.

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
PUBLIC AUCTION SALE
Under the authority in Internal Revenue
Code section 6331, the property described
below has been seized for nonpayment of in,
ternal revenue taxes due from Jimmy I.
Foutch.
The property will be sold at public auction
as provided by Internal Revenue Code sec,
tion 6335 and related regulations.
Date of Sale: August 2, 1982
Time of Sale: 11:00 a.m.
Place of Sale: Speedway Truck Garage
Route 2, Box 45, Murray,Ky,42071
Title Offered: Only the right, title, and interest of Jimmy L. Foutch in and to the property will be offered for sale. If requested
the Internal Revenue Service will furnish
information about possible encumbrances
which may be useful in determining the
value of the interest being sold. (See the
back of this form for further details.
Description of Property:One (1) 1974
Chevrolet Dump Truck, black in color,
Serial Number CCE664VI60773, 1981 License
number 3AA-335, with 78,443 Miles.
Property may be Inspected at: Speedway
Truck Garage, Route 2 Box 45, Murray, Ky.
42071 I North of Murray
Payment Terms: Full payment required
on acceptance of highest bid
Form of Payment: All payments must be
by cash, certified check, cashier's or
treasurer's check or by a United State
postal, bank, express, or telegraph money
order. Make check or money order payable
to the Internal Revenue Service.
Stephen H. Sharpies
Revenue Office
P.O. Box 61
Paducah, Kentucky 4200
July 12, 198
502-443-8234

2. Notice

If

DIAMOND
SOLITAIRES

/SORRY, GRAMMA ...IT
WAS JUST AN
EXPRESSION...

HE 510965 LIKE
MY GRANDMOTHER!

1/2'
cene Waterfall up
to 2 core waterfall,
Rubio', diamonds and
PipphirOS
FROM

SILVER
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.

William Nall
Pasco, DMD

OlympcPleso
Open 9 AM to

6 PM doily
1 PM to 6 PM Sunday
753-7113

1 4 x 70
New Northern built
3B1, furnished, Igo
kit, boy window,
cabinets galore,
gsrden tub. Delivered
for less then

I DON'T WANT 1-4IM
RELYING ON OTI-IER
PEOPLE POP MELD

$499. 3 et. rutty eintor,

$1297.00
GOLD &

To
WI-IAT PIP
70 Y011
YOU 14AVE
PLAY
IN MING)?
SPECIAL
REQUESTS Ma
t

end colored stone
rings. A VERY HONEST
/
1
2 plus off! /
1
2 et.
$570.00, 1.08 et.
$1,550.00, 3 / 4 rt.
$860.00.
11,5 ct. IsnonoW ea me.
sae,. apex & me.end 60
I fluky deafen, $299 to
$3751
LEO'S JEWELRY
8, IMMEDIATE
REPAIR
404 N. 12th
753-9899

$197.00

-4114

announces the
opening of
his office
practice of

General
Dentistry
Hours by Nights
Available
1653 Gallaway Ave
753.1914

$225.00
Per month. LAKE
BARKLEY SALES, Hwy.
62, natter/a. OPEN
Sat. t Sun

'<New HER? I CHANGED
Hee cii9Pects .. THEN
ccoeies,..

//0247-

WOK! TALE OF
„, AT LA.T.°

Don W
6 inch barrel
357 Cut

Custom
painting, lettering

$225
Vernon's
Western
Store

trademarks and
general signs
display exhibits.
For free estimate
coil 759-9654.

Olympic Mine
Open 9AM to
9PM Deily
1PM is
6PM Sissidey
753-7113

NOTICE

SEY4120 HER WEDDING
VEIL,. HAVE
TEA ANO

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK

MECHANIC
AIDE
1 {Heavy MIA)

Shirley Florist
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iii special Wel 1.14118 NM tax rate w twill personal
priwty it IS cells
fie karat foe tai rate levied is 151112 ss real rstate
all perusal property us 195 cuts all predecsil revues it
5154.914 31 The proposal General find tax rail es rul estate
it 211 cods is expected Is Welke 525331722 tat fiscal
war 191713. The pruned GOWN ENd taz rate w testille
wssul pnpsrty it 26.3 nets IS 11Wtild 111 protect
5112,321.46 ter fiscal year 1912-13 The Special tiled
hildtet fwil tax rate levied is 1581-V so nal estate all
perusal property ries 66 casts aid preluded revues of
$11,131 481W KWH Special Vend TAX rate Is reel estate
it 1.3 cells is expected to woke 584 43911 mune The
rIpssad Special Wein tit rate es taut lIe wrsnul property
II 8.1 cats is twist to protect ravine at 534.1%14 The
Compessatiet Geseral Nal tat rale es nil Istria ter 198213
is 793 cuts with renew it 5223.243 04 expected teetilde
dermal preserty tax rats it 221 is expected It predict
589.8/1 /0 The Special feted tax rate se rul estate is 66
with revues if 516.342.18 all tax rats if II cells es tangible panful property will predict renew at $3172448
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HI,SLUGGO-- -I
BROUGHT YOU A
PRESENT FROM
MY VISIT TO THE
FARM)

ore'

something be wrong with

NORTH
7-17.A
•A J 10
•A4
•Q 1098 5
+853
EAST
Foresight and method are WEST
+963
•K Q 2
indispensable to success in •Ks3.11072
•9 865 3
the play of today's interest- •3
ACROSS
3 Negative
•2
ABswer to Ftislay's Peale
4 Accommoing game. The only solution 41.}(Q 7
+642
1 Thick
date
CCM ECU MUM is to keep East off lead and
SOUTH
6 Lyrical
5 Chemical
that
decision
must be made
MCC CCU MCC
+874
poems
compound
CUM CUU CUM at an early stage
6 Relieved
11 Renowned
UCUCEU GUMBO
IIAKJ7S4
12 Publishes
7 Corounction
West leads the heart king
CCU ULU
14 Negative
8 Pinch
•A J 10 9
and South must pass the
prefix
'MUM MUGU
9 Insect
test If he takes dummy's
15 Name
10 Band ol color CCU
CCU
Vulnerable Both Dealer
17 Separate
11 Demon
UUEUUC CUOMO ace to discard a spade, he is South The bidding
destined
Spirited
13
18 Piece out
for defeat_ He can
CCU WOO
horse
20 River ducks
COMM UUULUU ruff dummy's second heart South West North East
16 Asian land
22 Stalemate
111
CEO MUG CCU A and draw the trumps, but
3*
3V
23 Barbers call 19 Use strength CMCU CCU CCU
417
Pass
Pass
sooner or later East gets a 44.
21 Mediter25 Paris in a
5*
Pass
Pass
CUM
Pass
CCU
NCO
spade and West gets two
play
ranean vessel
clubs for one down.
27 Hebrew letter 24 Follows tec
Opening lead Heart king
46 Direction
style
28 Vision
35 Reason
Unlucky that all the key
48 Great Lake
26 Gaze
30 Colonized
36 Except
honors were in the wrong
51 Hawaiian
32 Disturbance 29 Protective
that
places' Some of that to be offer a ruff and discard for
Wreath
34 Transaction
ditches
37 Blemish
53 Goal
sure; however, declarer can declarers game going trick.
35 Short sword 31 Andean
39 Cultivator
56 Compass pt make his own luck by timanimal
38 Muse ol
40 Mountain
Bid with The Aces
58 Tellurium
33 African
poetry
nymph
ing the play in a different
symbol
41 Article
flies
43 Barracudas
way
42 Walks
South holds: 7-17-13
West's heart king,
44 Arabian title
ins
of rutting, declarer
45 Rubber tree
+874
47 Mine excavacan discard a spade. If West
hen
•AKJ764
shifts
o
spades,
dummy's
49 Pub serving
•A J 109
ins, a second spade
50 Close a
the heart ace and a
letter
52 Cubic meter
ruffed (if West con South North
54 Note of scale
tinues hearts, declarer can 1,
55 Ancient
manag
the same position).
Hebrew
111 IIII
irli
A trun p is led to dummy
ascetic
and dummy's last spade is ANSWER:Two clubs Two
57 Shaded
59 Pigpens
ruffed, eliminating both diamonds is a close alterna60 Passover
major : uits in the North and tive but with a possible misdinner
hands. Dummy is fit looming, it's best to show
111
with another trump the second suit cheaply
DOWN
a(lub finesse is lost to
--1 ()unifier
61
:!7s2'
!
.queen. West has no Send bridge questions to The Aces
1 .
Id
.•
2 Printer's
its and he must reli- P0 Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
measure
quish a free club finesse or tor reply

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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& Garden

Extermii

Pay Scale:
13.15 pet bear,
40 Ion per me

Center
502 North
Fowl* Street
Money, Kentocky
12071
Phone 753.3251

Apeliceties eed lob
do stription may -be
Mit wood at It. Nees* Ainiterity Office,
716 Nosh Drive, Morro KY 4 fl.

M & G Complete Glass
Co has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks We install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and in
sulated glass We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, arid window
glass We also repair
and replace patio door
glass M & G Glass Co
816 Coldwater Rd 753'0180 or 753 2798

The Smoke
Shop

753-2835
Jewelry Repair
Stone setting
Handicrafted Gold
Nuggets
Chain Repair

Sandblasting

Sell toys, gifts until
December Fun job,
party plan, free kit
House of Lloyd
759 4807.
Wanted Mature, re
sponsible adult to keep 5
month old baby, in our
home Must have re
ferences Write PO Box
1040D Murray, (
1

9. Situation Wanted
Will babysit my home
after Sp m and all day
Saturday. Call 753 8237
or 753-6425 References
Private piano lessons
with experienced
church pianist. Be•
ginners or immediate
Any age $3 per half
Sour. Airport Road,
489 2869

13. For Sale or Trade _
PROPERTY at
Sycamore with

3rd and
6 bay
concrete block building,
with all utilities and
paved parking lot.
Property can be used
for any type business.
Will take car or pickup
on trade. Owner will
finance. Paducah 554
5543.

No job too large or to
small. At yam place
of ours. Rain or shine.
For sale: one 110 airconditioner and o
1979 Yamaha 175
Trail Bike.

Murray
Livestock &
Trailer Soles

Redworrn raising business for sale. Good
potential 436 2102.

14. Want to Buy
Would like to buy young
Mallard hens 436 2455

15. Articles for Sale
18,000 BTU air con
ditioner, $150 753'0864
Boys 20in bike good
condition $35. Call 759
1929 ask for Jackie.
Six dining room chairs
solid oak $400 Schwin
Varsity bicycle S110.

Hwy, 94 Fast
753.5334

759-9822

16. Home Furnishings
6. Help Wanted
Chemistry or Biol
ogy. Chemical man
ufacturer located in
Western Ky near Ky.
Lake has an opening for
a de-greed chemist for
control laboratory.
Work will involve shift
assignment. Applicant
must have B.S. degree
in chemistry andor
biology Experience in
chemical, instrumental,
and bacterial analysis
desirable. Company offers excellent fringe
benefits. Salary cornmensurate with
qualifications Send resume to PO Box 1040E
Murray, Ky. 42071,
EXECUTIVE
LEGAL
B.S.

SECRETARY

Forward complete resu m e listing
qualifications. ex•
perience, references
and salary expectation
to P. 0 Box 789 Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
HELP WANTED: opportunity to earn 1400.
per week 70 applicants
needed Call 753-0759, if
no answer call Paducah
443-6469

Need Extra Income?
World Book Childcraft
needs representative(S)
in Murray area Make
your own hours. $200,
$300, $400 a month
guarantee programs
available. Free train
ing. Full time position
also available_ Call
Monday 8:30-400 for
more information. 19021

24. Miscellati

lift. Fibers
cruiser, r

trailer $1
mount air an
Window mo,
conditioner
2506.
8hp electric
Life riding I.
20in. 3 spe

Action Personnel 753
6532_
Tired! Broke! Blue!

11. Instruction

FURCHES
JEWELRY

Phew

Responsible person to
babysit in teachers
home for 2 year old girl.
Must have own transportation Call 759 4777.
Sales clerk retail sales
experience preferred.
S10,000 plus benefits 5
days per week

47071

'Murray's Exclusive
Tobacco Shop'
Olympic Piano

Kelley's
Pest

16cu ft. Kelvinator
No-Frost refrigerator
equipped for ice maker,
like new S24:10. Frigidaire dryer $95. Inter
prise stove $25. 9x12 tent
Sleeps 6 excellent condition $100. 2 window
fans $750 each Multicolor couch and chair
$55. Call 753-8514 after
5:30p.m.
A large dinette table
and leaf with wood
grain tormica top and 6
chairs. HOOxer upright
vacuum. 753-0309.
Beige and gold Herculon couch and chair
also matching coffee
and end tables. Call
435-4597
Older Kitchen range
$25., refrigerator $50.,
both in good condition.
Call after 4p .m.
753-0475.

19. Farm Equipment
315 International combine with cab, 10ft
hydrolic automatic
header. 2 row corn
header excellent condi
tion 492,8611

V. Musical

753-2249.
t

Firewood Cu
25 . per i
436- 2292.
For sale

kerosene h.
200 gal tank
2 good 2x
ders. 753 3022
For sale AA
Electrolux
cleaners,
tachments.
new Call Pi
7473.
Helium Ball,
String for s
llin sizes.
colors for
anniversaries
occassions. 75
Old chestnu
mint conditic
wicker set. C
9401.
Parts for 4-v
Chevrolet
model W
Chalmers wi
tor. 354-8739.
Sawdust - W
Shoemaker L
Hwy 22 North

Tenn. 901-352Sp.m. 901-352-3
Two ground s
a t.v. antenna.
Used building
and supplies
Call 753-5883.
Victoria 20,
juicer $25.9
spiral 16.9
screen $13. 99
Hdw 'Paris, Te
Window a
ditioners
17,000 BTU,
15,000 BTU.
from 1704 C
Drive.

27. Mobile Hom

12x50 All eli
autifully d
mobile home.
east of Mur
utilities. $37
water, free sp
1 year 1540. va
let this one pa
Must sell in
week. Call 753
9a m .• Sp. m
after Sp.m.
For sale 12xi
room mobile I
tially furnishe
lent conditic
753-7649.
Mobile

HOmf

12x14 rooms
Central elec
and wood c
heater, air ci
3 large lots al
building. Lo
Baywood V
seven-tenths r
waters edge.
SOO. Call 759-925

28. Mobile Horn
A 2 or 3 bedi
furniture anc
air conditiones
S150 per mon
Oaks 753 5209
Mobile home i
$175
2711

monthly

X. Business Re
Four car shop
753-6606 or 753 9

SPINET CONSOLE

PIANO FOR SALE
Vhimesi resmositah party to
tabs over pima Coo be
seen Wally. Write M.
Powers, Us 327, Carlyle.
Illinois, 62231

Ellini
Winton
Storage Si
For Rem
75347:

554'9157.

Optometric assistant
for local professional
office. Some typing
required Reply to PO
Box 1205, giving references arid previous
employment
Paducah Pepsi Cola is
seeking general sales
manager. We offer a
challenging position
ith excellent growth
tial. Salary in the
p
upper 120,000. range,
plus bonus. Company
car, expense account,
extensive training pro
gram and fringe ben
efits Responsible for
sales marketing
strategies, and de
velopment of sales per
sonnel Advancement
depends on your per•
tormance and desire to
move ahead Degree in
marketing or business
preferred. Appty In
person Paducah Pepsi
Cola Co 3000 Beltline
Paducah. K

§-aldwin Pianos and
Organs New Used
Lonardo Piano Co ,
Paris. Tenn next to
Penney's.
Top 100 Nits, topes
end Alberni $8.95
LIST NOW ONLY
$6.99. This week only'
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th

Modern
beautif
Lake wi
paved 1
Has a I
minor r

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo Pro
lessional installation
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland center
Chestnut St. 752 0113.
Gemeinhardt 'flute.
Excellent Condition
Call 753-8025 after
S.300 m.

A

BEST

COPY AVAII
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CHANIC

73 Exterminating

'Work

hOut
1 week
; sad jpb
may -be
be Noes, Office,
ire, Mier •
EMBER\
person to
teachers
ar old girl
)wn trans
759 4777.
etail sales
preferred.
benefitS. 5
i!r week.
onnel 753
(e! Blue !
)ifts until
Fun job,
free kit
Lloyd
ature, re
It to keep 5
iby, in our
have re
te PO Box
ray, Ky

tilted

no lessons
?rienced
fist. Be.

immediate.
per half
30 Road,

• Trade
at 3rd and
oft 6 bay
:k building,
rilities and
'king lot,
n be used
e business,
✓ or pickup
Dwner will
ducah 554-

Jy

)buy young
436 2455

r Sale

nette table
with wood
a top and 6
‘er upright
1309.

gold Her.
and chair
ing coffee
ibles. Call

hen range
rator $50.,
condition.
r 4 p. m .

ipment

ional COM.
cab, 10ft,
utornatic
row corn
lent condi

46 Hornes for Sale

a.Used Cars

2.Bogs-Mors

For lease 2 bedroom
clupiex central heat and
air, carpet
Man and
Wife or lady teacher
192 8850, after Sp m
753 8067
Equal
Opportunity

53. Services Mind

53. ServiasOtkred

nit Fiberglass Cruiser

BEST BUY ON THE
furnished apartment. 1
FOR SALE BY OWNER 1969 Datsun tor sa le 155 OmC engine fully CaMpbeirS Tree Ser
A
'7 block from
UniverS
equipped 64200. 759 vice. Topping, trim
• 1 2 story, 3 bedr0Orns. 753- 7852.
Now
the
is
ming, removing
time of the
Full
Open now
Call
itv
baths, family room, 1976 Mercury marquis 1917
year to take off, in your
ifiSurance
753 2967 after Sp.m
Ceti 1 577
living room, fireplace. station
1972, 15ft 0918
wagon
boat dock behind your
1955 For sale
Furnished apartments,
dining room, oak
Chevrolet
door Bel tri hull runabout with Carpet and
house or to enjoy the
efficiency, 1 or 2 bed
linoleum
Pegged floor; kitchen Air 753 82562or 753
walk thru windshield
0422
peace and beauty of
installation carpentry
room
Also sleeping 37. Livestock-S000lies
includes
stove
and
65HP Mercury out
new
Kentucky lake
1978 Chevy Chevette
K ells y's Termite rooms Zimmerman
We dishwashe
general
and
home
rep
r, partial
good condition Excel board Trailer included air and remodeling
Hickory Lane stables have 2 lovely homes basement,
Apts. S. 1.54.753-6609.
central gas lent
Owner has priced to
& Post Control
horse stalls and riding with owner financing
gas
mileage,
air
Reasonable rates
heat, air, carport,
753 MITCHELL
$ell! Call after Sp m
Furnished nice 2 bed
lessons available. Call priced in S504. Let us
conditioner, tape deck
0770 ask for Boo
concrete drive in back,
BLACK TOPPING
759 1519
room apartment
Phew 7E3-3914
759 4588 or 753 7637.
show you how you can
Priced 10
TVA approved in- 615 232 7958
Commercial, Indust
Married couples
have that lake home
Used house boat new
sell
sulation. excellent
Pas
rial, Residential, also
Preferred
753 3106 or Horses boarded
and used pontoon Cad
lure $20 Stalls $30 you've always wanted location, city
Patching and Seal
school. By 1979 Oldsmobile Delta Cypress Bay Resort
436•267I.
and now you can afford
Limited space 753 3010
88 loaded, excellent
appointment 759 1347
Coating. Phone 753 1537
24. Miscellaneous
Kentucky Lake
901
Call Spann Realty As
232 8221
condition,
low miles
MORE THAN YOU'D
Need work on your
waterfront 1 bedroom Need Pasture for 1 horse soc 753 7724.
753
9648,
753
6555
southeast
of Murray
EXPECT
trees' Topping, prun
$3. Services Offered
You may
17ft
on
Fiberglass cabin furnished condo
DON'T WAIT FOR
Call
753
1980
5050
Datsun
0210
have
4
.n9,
passed by this
shaping, complete
cruiser, motor and ground level in 4-unit
SOLD SIGN See today
AIR t ONDITIONERS
modest looking home door. 5 speed. air, AM
removal and more Call
trailer $1500
Roof bldg. Air-cond., color 1 PetsExceptionally well built
Supplies
without realizing the FM stereo tape, low low and appliances ser
BOVER'
mount air and heat $125. TV, concrete launch
S TREE
H
o F
A
vic_ed
Freezers,
SERVICE for Pro
Window mount 220 air ramp, pier, quiet area AKC German Shepherd Specifications.... Well tr exceptional value it mileage 436 5414
1982 Honda Civic. washers, dryers, and
fessional tree care
near Murray, KY
conditioner 5125 436
puppies 60 champions immed lawn, trees, and offers -three be
All
drooms. built-in ap
Silver over gray. 5 refrigerators
753 8536
Taxes, insurance and and also guard dogs. located within
2506.
jogging pliances
in kitchen Call Speed, air condition, brands 759 1322
Refrigeration and Air
8hp electric start Long utilities 5240. yr 514,900. 502 554 2153.
distance of MSU. Owner
APPLIANCE
AM-F
us
to
show
M,
low
you
Phone
one
of
-mileage,
the
812295.
2648
FREE
Life riding lawn mower
ESTIMATES On Condition Service and
AKC Registered to finance to qualified
SERVICE
Kenmore, All Electrical,
better buys on the gas saver 492 8596
Repair Central air. Air
Doberman puppies_ Call buyer It costs nothing
Plumb
20in. 3 speed bicycle. Nice 2 bedroom fur
Westinghouse, ing,
market today-- 753 1492 1982 Pontiac J2000
nished apartment has 759 4588, 753-7637
Painting, and Well conditioners cleaned. Gas
753-2249.
to phone for appoint
4 Whirlpool
20 years Pump Needs
Loretta Jobs Century 21 door, 4 speed, air, AM
up on air conditioners $23
Licensed
753 1492 Loretta
Firewood cut to order. washer and dryer, city Free healthy and lively ment
experience
Parts and Call 753 0092
Realtors.
FM
stereo,
loaded.
limits
436 5536
Al
Coleman
or 753.9673
Jobs
Real
Century
6 week old kittens. 4
21
$25
per rick
Call
service
Bobby Hopper
Older home near down ter 3p.m 759 9904.
Estate 753-9898.
Repair
GENERA
males, 2 females. 436 Realtors
on all small
L
436 2292.
HOME
town
Four bedrooms, Jeeps, Cars, Trucks, Bob's Appliance Ser
REPAIR
engines Lawn mowers.
15 years ex
vice 202 S
For sale 1 Atlanta Nice very large 2 bed- 2444.
5th St
living room, dining under $100 available
tillers,
perience
room
and chain saws
Carpentry,
at 7 5 3
apartment. 753 Free to good
kerosene heater with
4 8 7 2 ,,
home;
room, kitchen, and full local govt sales
concrete, plumbing, of any kind. 1001 E.
in your 753 8886(home)
Porde, 8. Thurman
200 gal tank and stand. 8730 before 50.m., after spayed female
S asement with area. Call (refundable
roofing, sliding. NO Glendale off 12th
)
St
"Benji" type mix .
2 good 2*4 wood lad- 5p.m. 753 6965.
Ieeeee nce
workshop
Phone 753
1 714 569-0241 ext
JOB TO SMALL Free 753-4590
1281
One and 2 bedroom House broken. Needs
ders 753-3022.
Will clean carpets, estimates
1222 KOPPERUD for directory on
Estate
Reel
how
Days
to
424For sale AA Kirby and apartments near down children to play with.
windows, also clean
REALTY.
purchase. 24hrs.
2359. nights 474 2276.
Southside Coed Sq.
Electrolux vacuum town Murray 753-4109, 436-24/7 after 4p.m.
end wax hard wood
Three bedroom brick, 2 Rare 1947 antique
K & K STUMP REMO
Merrily, Kentocky
Have a poodle for sale.
cleaners, with at- 762 6650 or 436 2844.
oath, central heat and Chrysler 3 window
floors.
Satisfaction
VAL. Do you need
tachments. Good as One and 2 bedroom Female, 1 Ir..2 years old,
753-4431
air, large kitchen grid cOupe. Needs
stumps removed from
guaranteed.
restora
new. Call Paris 901 -642- duplex apartments has been spayed. $30.
dining room. Family lion. Highest offer.
your yard or land
436
Murray. 492-8225.
See at 403 S. 10th St.
7473.
First time on market. room with fireplace,
753-3317
5806,
cleared of stumps' We
103 acres of very pro only minutes
Helium Balloons on a One bedroom efficiency
from Sale, trade
can
remove stumps UP
JO.
Produce
1969
Buick
ductive farmland. 8( town
string for sale. 9 and apartment for girls.
Appliance repair work re 24 inches below the
Must see to
New parts, runs good.
Need a second opi
Iii. sizes. Assorted Partial utilities paid. No Sweet corn, green and acres tillable. Includes appreciate. Call 753
all brands Specialize in ground, leaving only
Ford pickup equal
Colors for birthdays, pets. 195 monthly. 753- lima beans, purple hull an older home, tobacco 8633 for appointment.
Tappen. Call 7515341 or sawdust and chips Call
nion? Built-up o
value. 436-5806
peas 3 miles east of and stock barns,
anniversaries, and all 9741
354 6956 Earl Lovett
Unbelievable opportunfor free estimates. Boo
residential. local
Presently tended by
Surplus Jeeps Cars
occassions. 753-0817.
One bedroom efficiency town You pick we pick
ity for middle income
Build and Repair Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
references. Call Hugh
local farmer. KOP753.8848
Boats. Many sell for
Old chestnut ice box carpeted, private bath
family!!! You have to
tobacco barns. Free Kemp Jr 435 4319.
PERUD REALTY under $50. For in
Outland, 753.8076.
mint condition, 3 piece $95 monthly, plus de- You pick green beans
see this almost new formation
Lawn work done Call
753-1222.
call 317-931 , estimate_ Call 435-4347.
wicker set. Call 901-644- posit Across from col- and sweet corn $3.
energy efficient 4 bed
CARPET CLEANING anytime 436-2226.
1961 Ext. 1774.
HOUSE
bushel,
OF
THE
75
cents
lege.
dozen
9401.
753-4793 after
room home, near the
Free Estimates
Licensed electrician for
753-5713, 382-2322
hospital. Heat pump,
Parts for 4-wheel drive 4p m.
Satisfied references, residential and corn
Reduced for quick sale central air, 1 1(2 baths,
Chevrolet and 1952 One bedroom un- 41,
Vibra Steam or Quick mercial. Heating and Retired cement finisher
1 9 7 1
AMC
Public
Sale
only
511,500.
This
regarage, dishwasher,
interested in concrete,
model WD Allis furnished apartMent
Dry Cleaning. aircondition, gas in
cently re-modeled home large yard, garden spot
HORNET, asking (Upholstery Cleaning).
Chalmers without mo• Panorama Shores. Kitstallation and repair. brick, or block work. No
has many large rooms, FHA assumable.
chen furnished. 436 2484
to small
iob
Free
tor. 354-8739.
Lee's
Carpet Cleaning Phone 753-7203.
$800.00 will conlocated south of Special assistanc
estimate. 474 2720 or
e
753 5827.
Sawdust - Will deliver. after 5p.m.
Murray. Call today payments available. By
Light
hauling
and
spray
sider
759-1051.
best offer.
Shoemaker Lumber Co. Small neatly furnished 1
Spann Realty Assoc. owner, 753-7330_
painting refrigerators
Hwy 22 North McKenzie, bedroom apartment
Call 753-8907
uminum and
753-7724.
and lawn furniture. Will Roy's Carpenter Shop
iny
Tenn. 001-352-5777, after Inquire 100S. 13th St.
do yard work 753 2521 custom wood working
47.
siding
Motorcycles
and
Aluminum
after
5 p.m.
cabinet tops kitchen
5p.m. 901'352-3632.
Three room apartment
ask for RObul
Commercial protrim for all houses. It
cabinets remodeling
1977 Yamaha 650, good
Two ground sections for furnished including all
perty
Colin
additions
stops
-insurance
painting.
condition
$850
Call
utilities. 1801 W. Main
a t.v. antenna 753.2888.
repairs. 753-5883.
dwater, has
753-0912 or 753-2997 ask 50. Used Trucks
FLOOR SANDING
Jack Glover
Used building materials 753-3984.
several for Al.
Will do any type plumb
AND FINISHING
753 1873
and supplies for sale. Two bedroom apart
ing installation or re
1978 Suzuki GS 750E.
possibilities, serment non -furnished,
Call 753-5883.
505 Vine
1967 Chevrolet pickup
20 veers experience. pairs. Call anytime
Chimney
day
Mag
wheels,
Sweeping
custom
vice station,
step side bed, 6 cylin
Victoria 200 tomato across from college
Fri. and Sat. 9-5
Stained floors ear or night. Experienced.
Service
Do it now
kerker header, low
der, straight shift, nice_
grocery store, seat,
juicer $25.99, grape $185. a month plus
before
work
All
guaranteed.
you
mileage. 51350. 759 9918,
need your
speciality.
spiral 56.99, berry deposit. 753-4793 after
51250. 753 8124
clean-up shop and
chimney Later we will
436- 5855.
753-3940.
BODEAU
screen $8.99. Wallen 4p.m.
1977 Datsun pickup king have a working list. Call
others. Call us toWill do yard work and
1978
Yamaha
Enduro cab, clean,
Two bedroom apart
Hdw.-Paris, Tenn.
FLOOR
CO.
good
condi
435
4348
or
762-4792.
day at 753-4000.
hedge trimming, cut
125. Excellent condi
tion. 52695 Call 489 2595.
Window air con. ment furnished or un
354.6127
and
remove dead
Concrete,
tion. Less than 4000
block, brick,
ditioners
$175. for furnished. Lease and
1979 Dodge Power Wa • basements, bun
hedge.
Call 753-0712 or
miles
used
on
road
only
17,000 BTU, $125. for deposit. Call 753 9208
gon.
4-wheel
drive, air, dations, drive - ways,
753 3534
I Call 753-8811 after 5p.m.
15,000 BTU. You haul after 4p.m
automatic, camper top, sidewalks, patios, and
1979 Yamaha YZ 400 low mileage.
from 1704 Greenbrier Two young women want
436 5414_
chimneys
Free es
dirt bike
to shire a nice house
Helmet.
Drive
For sale 1973 Ford timates. Call 753-5476.
shovider pad, and kid
with another woman:
pickup
Ranger
X LT
Realtors
ney belt, gloves, boots
Gift cheque books now on sole at the
Near MSU and down
fully equipped
Bc .
27. Mobile Home Sales
included. 5650. Call Bill
town
bath private
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Blackford
House Gallery. Over $350 in
Wynn 753 2975
Roofing
All
Types,
15
at
759-1425.
1750 All electric be- entrance. Available
Murray, Ky.
years experience, all
August 1. Call Rebekah
gift cheques sponsored by over 40 local
1980 Harley Roadster
autifully decorated
1
St.
house
Hwy.
after 5p.m. 753-6577.
51. Campers
work guaranteed. Don
lots of extras. 762-2451.
mobile home_ 1.5 miles
mechants just $29.95.
1828 west of 6415 at Well located office 1980 Suzuki GS
east of Murray
Wilkerson, 489-2580
8500
Low
building with four
Every book you purchase earns $1.00
Midway.
utilities. $3750. F ree 34. Houses for Rent
or 345.2602
private offices, recep- fully dressed. 753-2708 1973 Shasta campe ,
12ft 51200 or best offer
water, free spot rent for
for the Murray Fire Department's toy
tion room hospitality or after 5p.m.
must sell 759 9673
1 year $540 value Don't
conference room, and 1980 Yamaha SR 250
drive for needy children. Let your
let this one pass you by. Enjoy living on lake in
storage. Suitable for Exciter I Wit 11
Must sell in the next this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
minishield, mirrors.
generosity help those who can't help
law,
insurance,
compu3-FAMILY
brick
home, central
week. Call 753-8835 from
ter or sales office. Gas side stand, color red
themselves while your purchase earns a
YARD SALE
9a.m.-5p.m. 753-9829 heat and air, large
Excellent
condition,
heat.
Central
air
condeck. Blacktop road,
after 5p.m.
FRI., SAT , SUN., 104
chance to win the $1000 first prize or
ditioning. Detached 4800 miles. $950.,
school bus, good loca
For sale 12x60 3 bed- tion
brick garage. Land- helmets available
Go out 94E to 280
Lease, reference,
five second prizes of $100 each or seven
Phone 753-8987.
•PRESCIIPTI
room mobile home parONS
scaped
•FRESN
FRUIT
lot.
Priced
DRINKS
at
deposit required
Call
out about 5 miles to $39,750.
tially furnished. Excel- Strout Realty
third prizes of limited edition prints. Stop
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
John C. 1981 Yamaha 650
753-0186.
the fork of 280 and
lent condition $4300.
Neubauer Real Estate, Special. Like new only
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
For
by the Blackford House Gallary and see
rent
like new 2
753-7649.
753-0101 or 753.7531.
700 miles. $1900
to
614
1st
house
past
bedroom home. Gar
*HOLLISTER OSTDMY PRODUCTS
incredible values or call 753-8301.
759-9995.
the
Ask
for
Mobile Home with 2 age, central air,
Mr
Poplar
Springs Baptist
fenced
One Delivery es Prosabeiews le Ow Units
Stewart
12x14 rooms built on.
yard. $300 a month.
Church on right.
Central electric heat Call 502-695-1871.
For sale 1980 Honda 650
Number on mailbox is
and wood circulating
Custom motorcycle
heater, air conditioner. For rent to responsible
2250.
CalLif
Box
Good condition 436 5403
need
3 large lots and storage party 2.3 bedroom brick
or 436-5830.
directions, 436-5590.
SI25. a month
KW IJVII1G.
building. Located in home
X R75 $700 759-4876
plus deposit. Call after
Brick-o-broc,
11111.MAIIIMMI
Baywood Vista, just
ceramics, new cypress
seven tenths mile from 5p.m. 522.7837.
4.
Auto Services
2 bedroom frame
waters edge. Price $10, Four bedroom brick
clocks, tools, air conhome in Oak
home on a nice, quiet
500. Call 759-9252.
ditioner tools,
Grove Church
street 2 baths, kitchen
KEY
family room combinacameras, RV equiparea. 47 acres (31
28. Mobile Home Rentals tion. Central gas heat, ment, medicine
tendable, 12
PARTS
AUTO
central air, fenced -in
A 2 or 3 bedroom new
timber I. Blacktopcabinet, bowling bolls,
back yard. Children and
furniture and carpet,
ped road, excellent
etc.
Hwy 121 South
air conditioned. $85. to Pets welcome! Phone
neighborhood.
5150 per month. Shady 759-4103.
Murray, Ky.
Three bedroom house 43 Real Estate
Pond, some fencOaks 753-5209.
near Ky. Lake. ComNew end oted mote
ing. Priced to sell
Mobile home in country
pletely furnished,
$175. monthly. Call 489parts batteries tires
at $54,500. KOPwasher -dryer included.
Strout
2711
PERUD REALTY
wheel covers Aoto
753-8964 after 5p.m
Realty'
Deposit required.
Actsssssies.
30. Business Rentals
Three bedroom, 2 bath
753-5500
Four car shop for rent
home, dining room,
Office (mit to Com,
45.
Farms
for Sale
753-8406 or 753-999/
utility, central heat, air
layers from looryylairo
condition. 753-4091.
Import Auto Salvage
loielflo Service Simo 1900
New and used auto
till Coldmotor Rood
WINTER IN FT.
Mini
parts
Open 8 5
MYERS, FLA. Com*array, Iwitmby 42071
Sat Call 474 2325
MOn.
Wareham,
pletely furnished 2 bed (587175341186
Duane's
room
Place -Used
house with pool.
Storer Space
Aaytime
Volkswagon parts, tune
Golf course nearby.
10f I. MEMNON
For lent
Available Jan_ through
up, break jobs, rebuilt
@color
7534751
motors 435 4272.
March Call (8131 936
lic•orml
House and 121 Acres
7188
-

5-Party
Yard
Sa,le

Iising busiia le. Good
2102.

Kelvinator
efrigerator
ice maker,
700 Frigid'
$95 Inter
25. 9x12 tent
cellent con 2 window
iach Multi.
and chair
3-8514 after

4 Real Estate

zirx 10.3M

Roof
Problems?

my home
ind all day
ill 753 8237
iferences

nishings

3i. For Rent or Lease

Extra nice 1 bedroom

lie

air con. 753-0864.
bike good
5. Call 759ackie.
•oom chairs
400 Schwin
:ycle $110.

Apts. For Rad

,

On-Going
Garage
Sale

M
l
u a
INC

Shopping Spree

[

WALLIS DRUG

SUNDAYF

ItA
.11:111":‘SI:1111:115::::::1S-S81;0
1211
HOUSES
:

NSW
t SALE
Me awry se
ie. Cm be
Writs M.
/7, Carl*,

si;se.'

ts, tapes
S 58.95
I ONLY
week on.

SOUND
12th

) Pioneer,
Marantz,
myo. Prottallat Ion
ard Music
Center
1-0113.
ft flute.'
Ond Mon'.
25 after

9 LOCATIONS

Farm
For Sale

-e-

anos and
ew Used
an° Co.,
next to

SN

i.S1

For Sale

Modern A Frame home on two lots in
beautiful Panorama Shores on Kentucky
Lake with lakeview. Central water system,
paved streets, mail and school bus routes.
Has a large garage and workshop. Needs
minor repair.

8% Assumable Loan
On This Property
Call Bill Dodson
502-753-3231 days
or 753-5686 nights

enPv AVAILARLF

on Hwy. 94 East
miles from
Murray
and 4 miles front Ky.
Lake. Call 753-3233.

46. Homes for Sale
Cottage on Ky Lake. 2
bedrooms, large living
area with beamed ceiling and stone fireplace.
L•shaped screened
porch. Paved road, sets
on 2 acres. Owner
financing available 502
753-5540
Excellent starter home
with right price. Ec
onomical living close to
town, nice neighbor
hood
Only 523.500.
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1772.
FOR SALE BY OW
NER. Owner will finance equity at 12 percent to qualified buyer.
4 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car
garage, city schools,
wooded lot, 1307 Doran
Rd , 753 9732

m
2 p.m. TO
-- 4 p
JULY 18, 1 4;11;

Used Alternators and
Starters 515.00 with
exchange. Fit most
American cars. Used
tires $41.00 and up

KEY AUTO
PARTS
Hwy. 121 South
753-5500

49 Used Cars
1971 Karmann Ghia
convertible new top
collectors item 52300
Call 753 0717 afterp m
1972 Pontiac Catalina 4
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"We'll be there for you"

Glendale
S•1300 KirkwoeSI

door, excellent cond..
lion. 1.425, or nest offer
753-9535
1977 VW good coilditien
radial Welk SI450. 753
8124.
1975 Honda Civic 5
Speed, great mileage.
ruhs good $1350 Call
753 0717 after fio m
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'Nothing but positive,'for women
joining Louisville Jaycee ranks
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Mrs. Paschall
dies; funeral
today at Paris
The funeral for Mrs,
Carrie Love Hooper
Paschall will be today at
3 p.m. in the chapel of
McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Paul McAdoo of South
Fulton, Tenn., will officiate.
Burial will • follow in
Conyersville Cemetery
near Puryear, Tenn.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Paschall, 73, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., died
Thursday at 8 p.m. at
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris. She was
a member of Conyersville
United Methodist Church.
Born Sept, 16, 1908, in
Henry County, she was
the daughter of the late
Walter Gray Hooper and
Lucretie Paschall
Hooper.
She is survived by her
husband, William Mason
Paschall, to whom she
was married Sept. 25,
1925; two nieces, Mrs.
James Byrn, Murray,
and Mrs. Merrill Wise,
Jr., Jackson, Tenn.; one
nephew, Dr. Harold McSwain, Columbus, Ohio.
Mrs. Paschall was
preceded in death by a
sister, Mrs. Ruby McSwain, and a brother, Robbie B. Hooper.

News in brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Better ideas netted 20 state employees a
total of more than $13,000
in cash awards.
The money-saving
ideas ranged from buying
lighter computer printout
paper, saving about
$50,000 annually, to installing automatic
shutoffs on state-owned
fuel pumps.
Personnel Department
officials estimated implementation of the suggestions will save the
state $155,000 this year. A
total of 503 suggestions
were received.
Two state employees
were awarded $2,500 each
in a ceremony Friday at
which Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. dispensed
money in the Capitol
rotunda.
The workers were
Dalene McCann of
Frankfort and Donnie
Rogers of Shelbyville.
Ms. McCann had made
the suggestion for lighter
printouts. Rogers proposed a late afternoon mail
run to the bank so the
state could earn extra interest for money
deposited.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Natural
Resources Secretary
Jackie Swigart has been
named to the Democratic
National Committee Advisory Panel on Promoting Energy Security
and Protecting the Environment.
She attended the
panel's first meeting in
Washington last Thursday.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Three new
members of the state
Fair Board have been appointed by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.
They are Charles Hertzman of Louisville,
replacing Wyndall Smith
of Owensboro: Robinson
Brown Jr. of Harrods
Creek, replacing George
Clark of Louisville. and
Robert Kalb of Augusta,
representing the Kentucky Association of
Fairs and Horse Shows.
Brown also renamed
W.D. Kelley of
Hopkinsville, Henry
Pogue Jr. of Fort Thomas
and Dr. Ann Bardwell of
Lexington to the state
Board of Education.
He appointed Howard
Williams of Henderson to
the Governor's Coal
Policy Council.
Brown also named
Richard Campbell Jr. of
Danville as a hearing officer for the Workers'
Compensation Board.

SCHOLARSHIP FOR WESTVACO — R.L. Yancey (right) of the Westvaco Corporation of Wickliffe is congratulated upon being awarded a $650 scholarship for
a student from the family of a Westvaco employee to attend Murray State
University in 1982-83. Sponsored by the Four Rivers Manufacturers Council, the
scholarship was awarded at the recent sixth annual Labor-Management Conference at Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park. Offering congratulations is
Dr. Rex F. Galloway, director of the Waterfield Center for Business and Governmental Research at Murray State, who presented the scholarship for the Four
Rivers Manufacturers Council. James J. Farrell, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Farrell of Paducah, has been designated as the recipient. His father is a Westvaco
employee.

Tennessee governor sees no future
without additional business taxes
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
AP) — Gov. Lamar
Alexander says the state
will have little choice but
to ask Tennessee
businesses for higher
taxes next year to pay
heavy unemployment
benefits.
The 1982 Legislature
approved a $75 million
annual increase which
80,000 businesses began
paying July 1.
Alexander said Friday
the only alternative to
another increase, if
unemployment continues
at its current 10 percent,
is to borrow the money
from the federal government at 10 percent interest.
"Borrowing, in my
view, is a last resort,"
Alexander said. He said
Pennsylvania borrowed
unemployment funds, as
provided by federal law,
"and wound up $2 billion
in debt."
Employment Security
Commissioner Bob Bible
said employers would
pay about $244.9 million
into the unemployment
trust fund during the year
beginning July 1 — but
the state would pay
benefits of $342.1 million.
Even with a balance of

$69.5 million at the start
of the year, Bible noted,
this would leave the trust
fund with a $27.7 million
deficit on June 30, 1983.
The 80,000 employers
pay the tax on the first
$6,000 earned during the
year by each employee at
new rates ranging from
.65 percent to 4.9 percent
— and an average rate of
3.1 percent per employee.
The old rate averaged
2.2 percent — so the
average increase per
employee was $58 per
year,from $132 to $180, or
36 percent.
Under the law that increased the unemployment tax rate, a person
who qualifies for
unemployment benefits
must now prove he or she
is trying to get a job.
Bible told the SenateHouse Finance Committee on Thursday that
another increase may be
needed, but approval
must come from the
Legislature.
The $75 million ,increase approved by the
1982 Legislature was
designed to keep solvent
the trust fund from which
jobless benefits are paid.
But about 77,000 jobless
workers are draining off

KSP captain
reinstated:
denies charge
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP) — Kentucky State
Police Capt. William
Favors has been
reinstated by state
Justice Secretary Neil
Welch.
Welch said that Favors
has signed an agreed
order that was filed Friday with Franklin Circuit
Court withdrawing an appeal of his dismissal from
the state police in
February. Favors, then a
major and commander of
KSP's Eastern District,
was accused of witnessing an Aug.6, 1981, incident in which a Wolfe
County man was allegedly beaten by troopers.
Favors has denied the
charge.

wives of Jaycees could
join. The local Jayceeettes disbanded last year
because it had too few
members.
Linda Biddle, another
early woman member,
also is a vice president.
"Maybe the national
Jaycees don't think so,
but in spirit and body, I
am a Jaycee," said Ms.
Biddle, a pharmaceutical
representative.
Because of its defiance,
the Louisville Jaycees
could lose its charter. The
national organization,
which accepted women
for a brief time in the
1970s, has ordered local
chapters to kick out their
women members and impeach their women officers.
When the first women
joined, the Louisville
Jaycees not only ignored
the national edict, it —
and a few other local
clubs around the country
— also publicized its
rebellion.

But the group, one of
the country's largest
Jaycees chapters, has
become less daring lately.
McHugh doesn't want
to make a big deal about
the women membership
because, "If we keep
smacking them in the
face with our women, the
national Jaycees president may feel he has to do
something about it."
"We are not flaunting
it," said Armand Judah,
a local Jaycee and the
group's lawyer. "We are
setting a very workable
example."
The group has tried to
circumvent the national
edict legally. It formed
the Association of Young
Adults in Commerce and
Business, a holding company to which male and
female Jaycees belong.
After the "association"
meets, all of the work
conducted at the meeting
must be ratified by
Jaycees Inc., a group the

women ''officially don't
belong to.
"The association protects ( the chapter)," said
Ms. Carter
The national organization hasn't said whether
the holding company absolves the Louisville
Jaycees from conformine
with the edict.
About 275,000 men are
members of 7,000 Jaycees
chapters across the nation, and Bill Babb, a national Jaycees officer in
Tulsa, Okla., says "only a
handful" of those
chapters have women
members.
Because of the national
ban, local women
Jaycees can't vote at
state or national
meetings and are not
listed on the membership
charter.
But the women interviewed said that doesn't
bother them. To enjoy being a local Jaycee is what
matters, they say.

Paraplegics beat odds: scale Texas mountain
GUADALUPE NATIONAL PARK, Texas
(AP) — Three paraplegic
mountaineers, sore and
blistered from a five-day
climb up a rugged,
twisting trail, triumphantly doused
themselves with champagne as they reached
the highest point in
Texas.
Five of the wheelchairbound climbers set out to
scale Guadalupe Peak,
but only three completed
the trek Friday. They endured torrid heat and
crossed treacherous
ledges on a rocky path
lined with cactus and
mesquite to crawl the last
few hundred yards to the
8,751-foot summit.
"If you've ever done
anything unimaginable,
this is twice that,"
climber Dave Kiley said
by radio from the summit.
Park Superintendent
Bill Dunmire said the
men "whooped it up on
the top" and doused
themselves with champagne as they watched "a
great sunset from the
summit."

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Getting
settled
made
simple.

He said Kiley, 29, of Los
Angeles, Donnie Rogers,
26, and Joe Moss, 32, both
of Dallas, camped just
beneath the summit Friday night and would
come down today aboard
an Army helicopter.
"It took me five days to
get to the top of the mountain; now I can do
anything I want the rest
of my life," Rogers said
via radio.
The men pushed their
way up the mountain in
special wheelchairs with
pneumatic tires —
"almost like snow tires"
— that gripped the gravel
horse trail, said Dunmire. Each climber carried his own tool kit, cam-

ping gear and food.
final ascent through a
All three had sores and telescope.
blisters on their hands
"Congratulations to the
and buttocks, received whole handicapped world
when they dismounted because that's what it
and dragged their chairs means," Powers said in a
across rocky ledges.
telephone interview.
Kiley led as the group
The men, members of
POINT — Paraplegics On neared the top, but
Independent Nature waited until the others
Trips — said earlier the caught up. They touched
,
climb would demonstrate a monument on the sum'
what handicapped people mit at the same time,
Powers said.
can do unaided.
The expedition will
"I'm just very proud of benefit the West Texas
them, proud of our ac- Rehabilitation Center, a
complishment and really nonprofit corporation
kind of speechless about that operates therapy
the whole thing," said centers in Abilene,
Michael "Shorty" Snyder and San Angelo.
Powers of Dallas, who Contributors donated up
dropped out of the climb to 10 cents a foot for every
Monday and watched the foot the men climbed.

IT'S HERE
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE SUPPLY
NOW HAS THE
TOSHIBA
BD-4511

FEATURES

New-town dilemmas fade after a
WELCOME WAGON call
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
is my lob to help you make the most of
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas
Community opportunities. Special attractions- Lots of tips to save you time and
money
Plus a basket of gifts for your family
I'll be listening for your call.

Mary
Hamilton
Asst.
753-5570

more in benefits than the
fund is collecting, even
with the increase.
About 221,000 Tennesseans are without jobs,
but approximately
144,000 are not drawing or
are ineligible to receive
benefits.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
— Despite an edict
from its national
organization, the
Louisville Jaycees has
accepted women as
members, and the results
are encouraging, according to the president
of the local group.
"It's been nothing but
positive," said Jerry
McHugh, president of the
Louisville Jaycees.
Women make up about a
third of the 600-member
organization.
"The Louisville
Jaycees is one of the few
organizations that gives
me the opportunity to run
a $10,000 project that
could be a success or
failure," said Ann Carter,
a retailer who was the
first woman member of
the local chapter and now
is a vice president.
Before becoming a
Jaycee in 1980, Ms.
Carter was president of
the local Jaycee-ettes an
auxiliary group that only
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Ingeborg King
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Asst.
Hostess
492-8348

-That's the way
you want
it."
Slacks,

Pants •

81 Malibu 4 door Classic
2-tone burgandy, power steering, power
brakes air, split seats, cloth interior

•

$6,877.00

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

7512617
641S.
Murra

GM QUAury

SERVICE Pt..R7S
NOUT046pnDIV5IOIP1

•99 copies at a time
*Dual Cassettes
•Reduces 11 x 17 to 81/2 x11
•By Pass Control
*Copies Transparencies
•Copies on 2 sides
'Makes 15 copies per minute
'Automatic Exposure

TWIN LAKES IS AN AUTHORIZED
TOSHIBA DEALER
AND OFFERS COMPLETE SERVICE & REPAIR

g

•
wW111 &PaLCS
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.

Murray. Ky. 42071
Phone 753-0123

st Save On Air-Conditioning Costs
You can conserve energy without sweating out the summer
Even though opening the windows is the greatest
energy-saving suggestion for cooling your house, its not the
only one.

aa

To keep cool while reducing your
air-conditioning costs:

urn 3

!Ceatterlers,`"----'"
Spreads
Sa•

one HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs
Castrai UN*,Coats,
71411 cm. to 640 pia.
Phew 751-1525
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Clues. oa
Soo

31! 41.
MIR 2

•Set the thermostat no lower
than 78.
•Turn the air-conditioner off if
you'll be gone for more than a
day.
• Leave storm windows and
doors in place to increase
air-conditioner efficiency.

7.
Murray Electric

Co.

4101 Olive St.
753-5312

